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Many efforts are being focused on the language arts and particularly 
the improving of reading in the elementary school. Educators know that 
pupils must acquire the ability to read. Certain skills must be taught 
and developed during certain grade levels in order for one to become a 
good reader. If the ability to listen is basic to the learning of read¬ 
ing, then, it would seem wise to examine the skills necessary for listen¬ 
ing and then provide training in these skills. 
When we speak of listening, what do we mean? Listening is giving 
close attention to, with the purpose of learning. It is concerned with 
interpreting or understanding, recognizing, remembering or comprehending 
spoken language. Listening is the first language function to take place 
in the life of a normal human and one that is used more than any of the 
other language functions. This fact alone tells us hew important listen¬ 
ing is. 
Dechant states that listening allows the pupil to hear speech and 
group discussions, to enjoy the theatre and music, to enjoy assembly and 
club programs, to get the most out of radio and television programs, and 
to be successful on the job. Listening is beneficial in the gymnasium, 
the shop, the science classroom and the music room. If a pupil has not 
learned to listen, he must be taught. Listening can be taught through 
story telling, conversation, dramatization, singing of songs, reading of 
1 
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poems and reading or speaking of rhymes.1. 
What are same of the skills required for listening far which children 
need to be trained? Sane of these skills are: (l) following oral direc¬ 
tion, (2) listening for main ideas, (3) listening for details, (4) draw¬ 
ing inferences and conclusions, (5) distinguishing fact fraa fiction, 
(6) listening far relationships and (7) listening creatively, appreciatively 
and critically. 
The writer was concerned with the kindergarten. Seme school systems 
are encouraging the introduction of reading in the kindergarten far those 
pupils who have the capacity to learn to read the printed page. Other 
school systems are of the opinion that formal instruction in kindergarten 
is a little premature and that reading readiness should be considered only 
with emphasis on speaking and listening experiences. Whether teachers work 
in a system where formal reading instruction is allowed or not allowed in 
kindergarten, they are all concerned with good listening and speaking habits. 
The community in which the writer taught would be classed as a cul¬ 
turally deprived area. The majority of the pupils who entered kindergarten 
had very, very poor speaking and listening habits. It had been assumed 
that these poor speaking and listening habits existed because these pupils 
came fraa hemes where there were poor listening and speaking practices. 
Therefore, the school was obligated to try to correct, develop and improve 
good speaking and listening habits. The beginning of this had to be in 
the kindergarten. 
Much was crowded into the short kindergarten day. Normally a short 
 —     - 
Emerald V. Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Reading, (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19^), P. 9«. 
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period of each short day was devoted to specific reading readiness prac¬ 
tices. This had shown sane encouraging results through the years, but 
at the end of each year there seemed to have been much more that should 
have been done. The writer had wondered what effects an additional 
fifteen or twenty minute period of concentration on speaking and listen¬ 
ing would have on a certain group of kindergarteners. Through an experi¬ 
ment with which this study was concerned, the writer investigated the 
problem. 
Speaking and listening are both broad areas even though closely 
related. Because of this broadness, the writer focused this study on 
improving listening among kindergarten pupils. 
The listening phase of the language arts program is getting more 
attention than ever before. It is no longer considered an orphan. A 
check of periodicals for the past several years showed 6m increase of 
interest in the subject of listening. Educators are becoming keenly 
aware of the importance of this skill. They are concerned about it. 
Lunnen is concerned, and as a result, she has compiled some listen¬ 
ing games for use in the kindergarten and primary grades. The games are 
expected to strengthen auditory discrimination euad sensitivity. She 
notes that the development of listening skills has became an increasingly 
important area of the primary curriculua.1 
Why is there increasing concern regarding the development of listen¬ 
ing skills? Duker answers this by saying that the main reason for this 
concern is the growing awareness of the intimate interrelationship between 
listening euid reading. He states that they are receptive communication 
^Vera L. Lunnen, "Listening Games: Aid in Auditory Discrimination," LXXIV 
Instructor. (January, 1965), p. 32. 
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skills and such share many attributes. Both involve comprehension, 
interpretation and evaluation.1' 
Duker shows his awareness of this interrelationship through his 
recently published bibliography including about two hundred entries on 
the subject. He states that the items are concerned with: 
1. the correlation between reading and listening - test results 
2. the effects of teaching reading or listening skills or vice versa 
3* the evolution of listening skills as a measure of reading 
potential 
4. listening skill as a factor of reading skill 
5. the relative effectiveness of reading and listening as a means 
of learning.2 
Lastly, Duker tells of twenty-three major studies reporting co¬ 
efficients of correlation between reading and listening. All these 
studies show a strong positive relationship between listening and read¬ 
ing. One implication of these correlational studies is that the poor 
listener is also likely to be a poor reader.3 
Art ley, Monroe and Robinson show the interrelatedness of reading 
and listening when they give one listing of abilities basic to the two. 
Some of these abilities listed are: (l) perceiving the sound of our 
language, (2) associating meaning with words, (3) identifying another's 
viewpoint or purpose, (4) anticipating another's sequence of ideas, 
(5) sensing emotions and moods. The three authors referred to earlier 
hasten to point out that although reading and listening have much in 
 1  
Sam Duker > "Listening and Reading," The Elementary School Journal. 




common, pupils need planned instruction in both in order to become good 
readers and listeners.1 
It seems safe to say then, that just as systematic instruction is 
necessary in reading, so is systematic instruction necessary in listen¬ 
ing. 
Dechant agrees that listening and reading are essentially similar. 
They involve the reception of ideas from others. Reading demands sight 
2 
and comprehension; listening demands hearing and comprehension. Listen¬ 
ing skills moist be developed. 
The child listens and responds to language before he learns to talk. 
No child learns to talk before he has heard any language. Listening is 
the foundation of speech. The vocabulary that a child responds to in 
listening is the foundation of reading.^ 
Steadily improving listening through a systematic listening skills 
pregram for kindergarten pupils was of utmost importance in this study. 
It was hoped that the kindergarteners would learn to listen critically, 
actively and meaningfully. 
It was desired that they would learn to listen accurately and would 
begin to realize that listening is purposeful and a means of learning in 
every activity of the school day. This information, it was hoped, would ' 
lodge in the pupil's memory and thereafter become a source of usefulness 
and satisfaction. 
"'"A. Sterl Artley, Marion Monroe, and Helen M. Robinson, Mare Fun 
With Our Friends (Atlanta: Scott Foresman & Co), pp. 6-7. 
2 
Dechant, op. cit. 
3 
Artley, Monroe and Robinson, op. cit., p. 6. 
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Evolution of the Problem 
This problem vas of much concern to the vriter. She had been and 
still is a kindergarten teacher. There had been considerable discussion 
about the kindergarten in all areas. Specifically, the area of much 
concern was reading readiness and the factors involved in it. She found 
among the controllable factors Involved in reading readiness are experi¬ 
ences and knowledge, perceptual abilities, language abilities, mental 
growth and group cooperativeness. These factors are Involved in readiness, 
and learning depends on readiness. 
The writer wanted to know what additional readiness could be accom¬ 
plished in the kindergarten in order to prepare the pupils for more effec¬ 
tive reading. This research, she believed, would provide answers to sig¬ 
nificant questions regarding the previously mentioned controllable factors 
of reading readiness as they are involved in listening through an enriched 
program. It was the writer’s hope that more research problems concerning 
reading readiness would be investigated, thus adding to the knowledge of 
many who are attempting to improve listening as well as reading. 
Contribution to Educational Research 
For years and years there has been concern as to what best prepares 
a kindergarten teacher. Because of much concern regarding the prepara¬ 
tion of kindergarteners for reading, any evidence uncovered in this study 
as to the suitability of certain listening experiences would justly help 
the experienced teacher as well as the novice or pre-service teacher. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem involved in this study was that of determining the extent 
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to which listening experiences may contribute to the level of reading 
readiness among the pupils of Bethune School, 1964-65. 
Purposes of the Study 
The major purposes of this study were: 
1. To measure the effectiveness of listening instruction in the 
development of reading readiness through experiences which 
would encourage pupils in: (a) listening with purpose, 
(b) recalling with accuracy, (3) building mental pictures, and 
(d) extending understanding vocabulary. 
2. To compare tested reading readiness levels of the kindergarten 
pupils with and without special instructions in listening. 
3. To determine to what extent special listening instruction 
provided implications for increasing the reading readiness 
levels of kindergarten pupils. 
Limitation of the Study 
The proposed study was limited to the listening factor as a determiner 
in reading readiness. It was limited to forty kindergarteners. It is 
important to recognize that other instruments might have been used for 
gathering data pertinent to this study, although the ones used were highly 
satisfactory and reliable. Only tests one through four, which deal with 
reading readiness of the Metropolitan Readiness Test, were given. 
Definition of Terms 
The important terms which were used throughout this study are defined 
below: 
1. Listening - often called auding at this level, the process of 
hearing, recognizing, interpreting, and comprehending spoken 
language. 
2. Kindergarteners - pupils enrolled in the school level that comes 
before the first grade. The average age is five. These pupils 
spend several hours in school daily learning through various 
activities, including play. 
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3. Reading readiness - a state of general maturity which when 
reached, allows a child to learn to read without excess 
difficulty.1 
Locale of the Study 
This study was conducted at Mary McLeod Bethune Elementary School, 
Atlanta, Georgia located at 220 Northside Drive, N. W. Bethune School 
was named for the well-known Negro educator, Mrs. Mary McLeod Bethune. 
Bethune School was formally an old combination wooden and brick build¬ 
ing until several years ago when it was enlarged and renovated. Now, the 
school is a modern three story brick plant with many educational facilities. 
The plant contains thirty-two classrooms, a well-appointed library, an 
attractive kindergarten unit with adequate facilities, an auditorium, a 
materials center, two teachers' lounges, a cafeteria, a four-roam admin¬ 
istrative and health unit, two main corridors and four halls. 
There are thirty-six teachers, one principal and two secretaries at 
Bethune. During the year 1964-65, there was a total student enrollment 
of over 1,000. 
Methods of Research 
The methods of research employed in this study were the descriptive 
and experimental methods which used the parallel group design. 
The research tools used were reading readiness tests. 
Subjects and Materials 
The subjects used in this study were forty kindergarteners who were 
enrolled at the Mary McLeod Bethune Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgia dur¬ 
ing the school term 1964-65. The entire group lived in what is 
^Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability (New York and 
London: Longmans Green and Co., 1959), p. 26. 
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described as a culturally deprived area. Twenty of the subjects were in 
the control group and twenty in the experimental group. Of the twenty in 
the control group, twelve were girls and eight were boys. Likewise, the 
experimental group consisted of twelve girls and eight boys. The age 
range of the subjects in the control group far the pre-test was five years 
and four months to six years suid three months. The age range of the 
subjects in the experimental group for the pre-test was five years and three 
months to six years and two months. The age range of the subjects in the 
control group for the post-test was five years and six months to six years 
and four months. The age range of the subjects in the experimental group 
for the post-test was five years and four months to six years and three 
months. 
The materials used were personal data sheets and Reading Readiness 
Tests of the Metropolitan Readiness Tests. Forms, R and S, picture books, 
records, record players, film, film projector, tape recorder, rhythm instru¬ 
ments, crayons, drawing paper and miscellaneous objects. 
Description of Data Gathering Instruments 
In order to obtain data for answering the purposes of this study, the 
writer first began by administering reading readiness test% Form S, of the 
Metropolitan Readiness Test to the kindergarten pupils. The Metropolitan 
Readiness Test is a group test which contains in its reading readiness 
section measures of: 
1. Word meaning (the child selects from four pictures the one 
that is a picture of the word the examiner names). This 
test is one of understanding or comprehension of language. 
. Sentence meaning (the child is required to comprehend a 
sentence). This test is one of sustained attention, 
comparable to the attention span required in listening to 
2 
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stories and understanding directions. 
3. Information (the child picks from a row of four pictures 
the one that best tells what the examiner is describing). 
The test is related to vocabulary. 
4. Matching (the child must draw a frame around the one 
picture, which he selects from four pictures, that is 
like the framed picture in the center of the row). This 
is a test of visual perception involving the recog¬ 
nition of similarities. 
The writer next examined personal data sheets which were prepared for 
each kindergartener in September. This sheet supplied her with informa¬ 
tion concerning the child's name, address, telephone number, date and 
place of birth, birth certificate, immunizations, religion, parents or 
guardian, partants' religion, parents' education and parents' occupation. 
This information along with the test scores were used in the formation of 
the parallel groups. 
At the end of the experimentation, Form R of the Metropolitan Readiness 
Test was administered to the subjects. A description of Form R would be 
identical to that of Form S previously given. Only the items of the two 
forms are different, otherwise the two forms are completely comparable. 
The items within the subtest in each farm are arranged in the general order 
of difficulty. Accompanying each form of the test is a manual containing 
directions for administering, directions for scoring, an interpretation 
of test results, suggestions for using test results, a discussion on 
reliability and validity and a selected reference section. The Metro¬ 
politan Readiness Tests are very valid in that they actually measure 
readiness for the first grade. Widespread use of the test has demonstrated 
that the types of material it contains are predictive of success in first 
grade. The correlations between Metropolitan Readiness Tests and 
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Metropolitan Achievement Testn. are very high which is an indication of the 
value of using the tests in helping to predict success in first grade. 
Likewise, The Metropolitan Readiness Test is reliable in that it has a 
high degree of consistency in what is measured. The reliability coeffi¬ 
cients for word meaning was .583, for sentences .535, for information .586 
and for matching .773. 
Research Procedures 
The following procedural steps were used in conducting this study: 
1. Permission to conduct this study was secured from the proper 
authorities. 
2. A survey of the literature related to this study was made. 
3. Personal data sheets, which are prepared for each kindergartener 
in September, were examined. 
4. The Metropolitan Readiness Test was administered (Form S). 
5. Parallel groups were formed on the basis of data obtained from 
personal data sheets and test results. One group served as the 
control group and the other served as the experimental group. 
6. The experimental group was exposed to daily listening 
experiences with special emphasis on developing listening 
comprehension during an extra fifteen to twenty minute period. 
7. The control group did not engage in any additional period of 
listening but had regular kindergarten activities which were 
designed to develop listening abilities. 
8. Enrichment experiences for the experimental group were conducted 
away from the control group. The experiences involved such 
items as the tape recorder, record player, story books, films, 
records, objects and picture cards. 
9. Following the experimental period, Form R of The Metropolitan 
Reading Readiness Test was administered. 
10. Data weœ studied, organized and treated statistically for reporting, 
making use of the mean, standard deviation, standard error, standard 
error of the difference between the mean and "t". 
11. The findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations were 
12 
formulated and presented in this thesis. 
Survey of Related Literature 
The discussion CHI the section includes concepts of readiness and 
listening, explanation of why teaching effective listening is necessary, 
some experiences suggested to help develop and Improve good listening 
and research related to the present study. 
The broad, long range, fundamental purpose of this study vas to 
attempt to improve the reading readiness of kindergarten pupils. This 
study, however, vas concerned with "what else" could be done on the 
foundation level of reading readiness instruction. In the kindergarten, 
reading readiness is stressed. Although this study vas concerned with 
the part enriched listening comprehension experiences contribute to 
reading readiness, it vas fitting to take a brief look at the over-all 
concept and the factors involved in readiness. 
Doleh points out that each factor in readiness involves physical or 
mental traits and all these traits have a certain natural process of 
maturing. He lists the following different kinds of readiness in 
developing reading readiness: 
1. Physical readiness means general health, good nervous 
condition, and correction of any sensory or speech defect. 
2. School readiness means fitting into a group, following 
directions, and paying continuous attention. These are 
developed through many school activities and are necessary 
for the development of other kinds of readiness. 
3. Language readiness means an adequate stock of concepts and 
a considerable maturity in use of sentences. It is necessary 
for comprehension of and interest in the reading materials. 
4. Interest readiness means a real desire to find vhat printed 
matter "says", a desire strong enough to overcome the obstacles 
that are in the way. We build up this interest in many vays 
13 
and help keep it alive by making the beginning of reading 
less difficult. 
5. Perceptual readiness means ability to distinguish slightly 
different objects from one another, especially slightly 
different vord forms. We develop general perceptual readi¬ 
ness and also the special perception of printed symbols. 
All of the above factors depend on one another and grow out of one 
another. Since they are necessary for full readiness far beginning read¬ 
ing, they should be developed by the work of the first several months 
of school. 
Harris is in agreement with the above mentioned factors when he 
speaks of the nature of reading readiness and includes in his discussion 
of it: (1) mental ability, (2) health, (3) experience, (4) language and 
(5) emotional factors.^ 
Hymes believes that readiness is a way of saying: How the essential 
conditions have been achieved. Now the child can make good use of instruc¬ 
tion. Earlier was too soon. Earlier he couldn't. But now the child is 
ready—we can teach, and he can learn. He points out that the teacher's 
Job is to go to town with all the readiness that exists. She should 
capitalize on what children can do and can learn now. In doing this, the 
teacher should consider what is good, significant and worthwhile in and 
of itself far the children presently concerned.^ 
Burton elaborates on the reading readiness factors and has many 
subheadings under his major ones, but be is in full agreement with the 
Edward W. Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading (Champaign, 111.: 
Press, 1955), P. 67.    
Garrard 
^Albert J. Harris, op. cit. 
^James L. Hymes, Before the Child Reads (New York: Row Peterson 
and Co., 1958), pp. 15-16. 
Ik 
factors listed by Dolch and Harris.1 
Artley says that language is probably the most important phase of 
readiness. He points out that all boys and girls need extensive oppor¬ 
tunity to learn to use adequate language patterns to express their more 
O 
and more complex ideas. 
It has been said that if the teacher does a better job on language 
skills, reading would improve as a by-product. One very important factor 
in developing language skill would be the pupil's listening proficiency. 
Writers are in agreement that it is very necessary and worthwhile for 
pupils to learn to listen. Dawson and Zollinger say that children need 
to learn to listen critically to get at the truth. 3 Similarly, Ross 
points out that the child who, for one reason or another, never learns to 
h 
listen lives in a self-made cell isolated from the world around him. 
5 
Logan believes that a child's initial learning comes through listening. 
At this point it would seem fitting to review some of the information 
given in the rationale. This study as we know was concerned with listening. 
What are some basic understandings of listening? Strickland tells us 
that listening is the first need of children of all ages. Children learn 
^William Burton, Reading in Child Development (New York: Bobbs 
Merrill Co., Inc., 195&), p. 200. 
2 
Sterl A. Artley, Your Child Learns to Read (New York: Scott Foresman 
and Co., 1953), p. 23. 
^K. A. Dawson and M. Zollinger, Guiding Language Learning (Chicago: 
World Book Co., 1957), p. 170. 
^Ramon Ross, "A Look at Listeners, " Elementary School Journal, LXIV 
(April, 1964), 372. 
'’Lillian M. Logan, Teaching the Young Child (New York: Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1957), p. 65T 
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to give concentrated attention to weaving together sequences of meaning 
and building a moving panorama of mental pictures through listening to 
the teacher's telling or reading of stories.^ 
Listening, which is often called auding at this level, is the 
process of hearing, recognizing, interpreting and comprehending spoken 
language. Listening is concerned with giving close attention to, with 
the purpose of learning. 
Auding and listening have been confused at times. Seme educators 
have made an understandable distinction. They point out that auding is 
a process of listening to, recognizing and interpreting spoken symbols. 
Further they state that auding is more than hearing or listening because 
2 
it requires accurate understanding and interpretation of spoken wards. 
The writer interprets this to mean an excellent job has to be done on 
listening in order to have success in auding. 
i 
In writing about listening, another educator points out that teachers 
aim for the kind of listening which enables a child to listen, think, and 
synthesize what he hears into ideas which are particularly his own. This 
educator says the optimum listening involves purpose, critical thinking, 
evaluation and communication.3 
Several authors tell of the need for developing important listening 
^Ruth G. Strickland, "Language Readiness for Oral Reading," Oral 
Aspects of Reading ed. Helen M. Robinson (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago, 1955), P. 13. 
2David H. Russell and Elizabeth F. Russell, Listening Aids (Néw 
York: Teacher's College, Colunbia University, I960), p. 3. 
3 
Sheila Schwartz, "What Is Listening?" Elementary English, XXXVIII 
(April, 1961), 221. 
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habits during the reading readiness period. J 
Educators also point out the need for having a favorable climate or 
framework for listening activities. The framework should be one of pur¬ 
posing, planning, executing and evaluating. There should be an atmosphere 
of acceptance and security. The seating should be informal, and comfortable 
with young children seated close together. All opportunities that occur 
during the day should be used to encourage children to listen. Children 
should be prepared for special listening experiences. The content of mate¬ 
rial presented should be appropriate to the children's interests and 
maturity. The length of the listening experiences should be kept within 
the interest span of the age group. The teacher should be a good listener 
and observe children closely. Frequent apport unitie s should be given for 
children to participate in activities. The teacher should encourage them 
tp do so. Children should be allowed to set up standards far good 
listening.^ ^ 
^Helen Huus, "Developing Reading Readiness, " The Instructor, LXXIV 
(March, 1965), 59. 
2Frieda E. Van Atta, How to Help Your Child in Reading. Writing and 
Arithmetic (New York: Random House, 1959), p. 13. 
%elen Heffernan, "Teach Reading in Kindergarten?" Your Kindergarten 
Book (Darien, Conn.: The Educational Publishing Corporation,' 1959)7 p. 10. 
1L 
Joan Yuen, "Where Do Sounds Cane From?" Grade Teacher. LXXVIII 
(January, 1961), 18. 
^Commission on the English Curriculum of the National Council of 
Teachers of English, Language Arts for Today's Children (New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1953)» P* 83. 
^Virgil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, Children and the Language 
Arts (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 15T* 
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Wilt found that at the kindergarten level the median amount of 
listening time presumably is veil over sixty per cent so many of the 
daily activities revolve around the spoken word.1' 
Cypreansen suggests that teachers are steadily becoming more avare of 
theneed to teach children to listen, A teacher should be aware of a pupils 
O 
level of understanding when helping him to overcome poor listening habits. 
Strang, along with her co-authors, tells us that in general, there 
is a high correlation between comprehension in reading and comprehension 
■3 
in listening.J This is all the more reason why emphasis on listening as 
veil as other language areas should begin in the pre-reading stage. A 
child is expected to acquire the ability to listen effectively for various 
purposes as he gains more skills in the process of his education. 
The Weekly Reader kindergarten newspaper, Surprise, tells its readers 
that listening is a means of learning in every activity of the school day. 
Listening comprehension is directly related to learning. It is emphasized 
that listening comprehension can be improved by providing definite instruc¬ 
tion in listening, by giving attention to hearing defects and by consistent 
k 
practice in purposeful listening. 
Mirian E. Wilt, A Study of Teachers' Awareness of Listening As a 
Factor in Elementary Education, " Journal of Educational Research, XLIII 
(April, i960), 627. 
2Lucile Cypreansen, "Listening As a Skill," Childhood Education. XXXVII 
(February, 1961), 269. 
^Ruth Strang, Constance M. McCullough, and Arthur E. Traxler, Problems 
in the Improvement of Reading (Wev York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1955), 
p. 77. . 
Steekly Reader, Teacher's Edition K., March 1-5, VÎI, Issue 21, 2. 
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Group listening activities make up a significant part of the kinder¬ 
garten day. Opportunities must be given far the pupil to learn to listen 
courteously and attentively as well as to learn to speak effectively. 
Why should a teacher take the time to teach listening? An answer 
canes from The Commission on the English Curriculum. One reason given 
vas that it is the most used of the arts of language. Another reason was 
that while language exerts a tremendous influence in life today, it is 
often poorly done. Still another reason was that evidence suggests that 
listening habits may be greatly improved through listening.1 
Strickland states that children cane to school varying greatly in 
their ability to listen. Environment and experience very much influence 
the ability. If a child has had the opportunity to develop few interests, 
or has found little help in satisfying his curiosities, his mind may not 
O 
reach out for new learning and listening experiences. 
It is agreed that listening is a skill that needs to be developed as 
carefully as any of the other skills in the language process. Understanding 
and interpretation should be thought of as an integral part of listening. 
While considering the subject of listening, it is very significant 
that one does not consider listening and hearing to be the same thing. 
Often they are thought of as being the same. Duker speaks on this point 
when he says: 
Ve Commission on the English Curriculum, Language Arts for Today’s 
Children (New York: Appleton Century Crofts, Inc., 1954), p. 75» 
^uth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary School 
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1957), pp. 220-21. 
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An important distinction must be drawn between hearing and 
listening. Just as seeing is essential to, but not the same 
as, reading, so hearing is a prerequisite of listening but 
not an equivalent. Listening and reading both involve com¬ 
prehension, interpretation and evaluation, which hearing and 
seeing do not. A generally accepted factor in reading readi¬ 
ness is auditory discrimination. This is a skill in hearing, 
not in listening. Studies in auditory discrimination, impor¬ 
tant as they are, must not, therefore, be confused with studies 
of listening. 
One might ask the question, "What are some suggested experiences 
which might be used for instruction in listening skills?" An answer 
comes from the "Los Angeles City Schools Kindergarten Guide." It 
states: "Children may have experiences such as: (l) listening to 
poems, (2) creating original verse, (3) saying poems for enjoyment, 
(4) listening to enjoy a story, (5) discussing favorite book characters, 
(6) looking for pictures of familiar things in a picture file, (7) talk¬ 
ing with other children about books, and (8) telling simple stories."^ 
Another answer comes from Lam or eaux and Lee who give the following 
suggestions: (l) explain, discuss and illustrate the meanings of words 
by picture and story, (2) have the pupils make picture charts classified 
according to subject as farm animals, animals in the zoo, fur nit vire, toys, 
fruit, vegetables, numbers, colors, things mother does, things father does, 
things they do, a story of their day, and so forth, (3) make a game for 
prepositions, for example, have the children put an object "in", "on", 
"under", "beside", "below", "above", and "behind" the box, (4) make a game 
for adverbs, have the pupils walk "quickly", "slowly", "quietly", "noisly", 
"happily", etc., (5) make a game for verbs, have the pupils "walk", "hop", 
1 
Sam Duker, op. cit. 
O 
"Los Angeles City Schools Kindergarten Guide," Pub. No. EC-204, 
I960, p. 39. 
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"play", and so on, and (6) assist visualization from the spoken vork by 
games such as: 
I am thinking of something in the room 
It has four legs. 
We sit on it.1 
Lastly, Dechant tells of some activities for the teacher and far the 
pupil. He explains that the alert teacher provides an adequate physical 
environment. He sees to it that pupils have visual as well as auditory 
contact with one another. The teacher promotes the listening habit mostly 
by being a good listener himself and by providing the proper psychological 
climate for listening. He has high regard for what the child says. He 
introduces new words, reads good literature and points out sound differ- 
p 
ences and similarities in words. 
Dechant goes on to say that listening can be taught through story 
telling, conversation, dramatization, singing of songs, reading of poems, 
and reading and speaking of rhymes.^ 
Pupils, he says, should be encouraged to engage in "show and tell" 
exercises, and debates, quiz shows, and discussions. They ought to discuss 
topics informally, ask questions, make plans, give reports, follow direc¬ 
tions, criticize and evaluate what others have said.1* 
The writer found interesting related research that had been done on 
listening. At this point it will be described. 
^Lillian A. Lam ore aux and Doris May, Learning to Read Through 
Experience (New York: D. Applet on-Century Co., 19^3)* PP. 





Williams did an experimental study otf the improvement of comprehensive, 
interpretative and evaluative listening skills through the use of special 
methods and techniques with thirty-two fourth grade pupils. The overall 
purpose of her study was the improvement of the listening skills of six¬ 
teen subjects used in the experimental group. She listed five specific 
purposes for her research. They were: 
1. To determine the listening abilities of experimental and control 
groups prior to specialized training sessions in listening. 
2. To determine the listening abilities of the subjects after six 
weeks of training the experimental group. 
3. To determine if there was a significant difference in listening 
skills of the experimental and control groups after special 
training. 
4. To determine techniques and devices which give promise of 
improving listening skills. 
5. To determine to what extent significant implications for teaching 
listening could be derived from the findings of this study. 
It was found that the experimental group was significantly superior 
and that systematic training tended to accelerate listening development.1 
Evans did a study to determine the relationship between listening and 
speaking abilities of first grade pupils, with special emphasis upon 
accuracy in understanding and expressing ideas. Her study was confined to 
pupils enrolled in the first grade. Her subjects were mostly from low 
income homes and resided chiefly in rural communities. She concluded that 
with the exception of listening vocabulary and speech achievement, all 
"^Maurice Williams. "Improvement of Listening Through Special 
Methods and Techniques" (unpublished Master's thesis, School of Education, 
Atlanta University, 1958). 
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other aspects of listening and speaking were substantial in relationship.*- 
Hollow conducted an experimental study in improving listening skills. 
Her subjects were fifth grade pupils enrolled in sixteen parochial schools. 
Eight schools served in the experimental and eight served in the control 
group. A twenty minute planned program of instruction was given the experi¬ 
mental group for six weeks. The activities for the sessions involved pre¬ 
listening, actual listening and post-listening. The results of the 
experiment showed that the listening skills of the experimental group were 
p 
much improved due to the planned program of instruction. 
Carutbers conducted a study involving elementary school teachers' 
opinions about listening as cemparéd with research findings and professional 
opinions. Her general purpose was to determine the thinking among the 
teachers undergirding the program of listening at her school. The method 
of research which she employed was the descriptive-survey method. She 
concluded that teachers were in total agreement with authorities in the 
areas of improving instructional procedures, the use of equipment for lis¬ 
tening instruction. On the other hand the teachers were in partial agree¬ 
ment in some areas.^ 
Williams studied the relationships between language achievement and 
Annette Evans, "Listening Related to Speaking in the First Grade" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 
1960) , pp. 31-57. 
2 
Sister Mary Kevin Hollow, "Listening Comprehension at the Inter¬ 
mediate Grade Level," Elementary School Journal, LVI (December, 1955). 
158-161. 
^Helen Post Caruthers, "Elementary School Teachers' Opinions About 
Listening Compared with Research Findings and Professional Opinions" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 
1961) , pp. 86-89. 
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listening abilities of sixth grade pupils in a school in Savannah, Georgia, 
by means of analyzing test data. She found that there was no relationship 
between the listening abilities of pupils and their ability to spell. She 
did find there was a very significant relationship between comprehension of 
words and mechanics of expression, and listening ability and mechanics of 
expression.'1' 
Pratt conducted an experimental study to evaluate experimentally the 
effects of a program designed to develop certain specific skills in the 
listening process. His subjects were sixth grade children of schools in 
Iowa and states contiguous to Iowa. 
Only one class was selected from any school system. Twenty classes 
were assigned at random to the experimental group and twenty to the control 
group. 
The plan for his study called far preparation of materials designed 
to develop the understandings which underlie the training in the use of 
those skills. 
The findings of this study were: 
1. Teaching listening ability through instruction concerned with 
the skills involved in the listening process can be effective. 
2. The effectiveness of instruction in listening was found to be 
independent of varying levels of intelligence. 
3. There is some indication that instruction is more effective 
with certain listening skills. 
1+. The correlation between listening ability and reading ability 
was found to be positive. 
5. The correlation between listening ability and intelligence was 
^■Catherine Williams, "A Study of Relationships Between Language 
Achievement and Listening Abilities of Sixth Grade Pupils of West Savannah 
School, Savannah, Georgia” (unpublished Master's thesis, School of 
Education, Atlanta University, 1956). 
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found to be positive.*1 
Trivette in her study proposed to determine whether definite training 
in listening for the "main ideas*, "details", and to make "inferences" 
affects the child's ability to listen for these specific purposes. Her 
subjects were six-fifth grade classes. She concluded that training in 
specific listening skills was effective for most students involved in her 
study. She also reported that when specific listening comprehension skills 
2 
are improved, other comprehension skills tend to improve. 
Although there is more interest in listening now than ever before as 
evidenced by the increasing nuriber of articles on the subject in education 
periodicals, Dixon says that it is still the most neglected of the Language 
Arts in many areas including the research problem area. He states: 
The momentous impact of listening competence in the lives of 
children and adults—and especially in contemporary inter¬ 
national affairs—demands that it be raised from its low 
estate to a place of prominence in educational research and 
in the curriculum. Truly, listening is a fecund area of 
research and writing and a prolific field for creative 
instruction. Teaching the karma of listening merits large 
scale, coordinated research and a crash program in education 
to promote listening competence. 
Petty also pointed out the need for more research in listening several 
4 
years ago. 
■'"Edward Pratt. "Experimental Evaluation of a Program for the Improve¬ 
ment of Listening, ' Elementary School Journal, LVI (March, 1956), 315-20. 
2 
Sue E. Trivette, The Effect of Training in Listening far Specific 
Purposes" Journal of Education Research, L3Y (March, 1961), 276-77. 
^Norman R. Dixon, "Listening: Most Neglect of the Language Arts" 
Elementary English, XXXVIII (March, 1964), 285-87. 
^Walter T. Petty, "Listening: Direction for Research" Elementary 
English, XXXIX (October, 1962), 574-77. 
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Summary of Related Literature 
The summary of related literature pertaining to the problem of 
this research is to be found in the statements below. 
1. Readiness as it relates to reading is influenced by many 
factors seme of which are physical, social, emotional, 
environmental, attitudinal and perceptual. 
2. All of the factors of readiness depend on one another and 
grow out of one another. 
3. Listening is the process of hearing, recognizing, inter¬ 
preting and comprehending spoken language. 
4. Optimum listening involves purpose, critical thinking, 
evaluation and communication. 
5. There should be a favorable climate for listening activities. 
6. Through listening, learning takes place. 
7. Listening is the most used of the language arts. 
8. The ability to listen is basic to reading readiness. 
9. Many kindergarten experiences help to train children in 
listening comprehension. 
10. Seme examples of kindergarten listening experiences are story 
telling, conversation, dramatization, singing songs, listening 
to poems, speaking rhymes and playing games. 
11. The teacher promotes listening habits by being a good listener 
himself. 
12. Research has proved that listening can be developed through 
training. 
13. There is need for more research in listening. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA AND DESCRIPTION 
OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES 
Introductory Statement 
Tills chapter offers the comparative analysis of test data and a 
description of the listening activities of the experimental and control 
groups. The design of this study was the parallel group technique of 
the experimental method. This experimental design of the study is 
portrayed in Figure 1, page 27. 
As indicated in Figur 1, there were fifty kindergarten children to 
wham the initial Metropolitan Readiness Test (Form S) was administered 
for the purpose of securing two equated groups based on equal levels of 
performance on this test. Two groups of twenty children each were secured 
as subjects who were to continue in the research. The results of this 
preliminary and equating test are presented in Table 1, page 30. 
The research design called for an experimental period of six weeks 
of contrasting patterns of learning experiences, namely: (l) the experi¬ 
mental group was given a combination of regular classroom activities and 
special listening activities, and (2) the control group was given regular 
classroom activities. The activities of the experimental group are 
detailedly and fully presented in a latter section of this chapter. 
Procedural Steps 
The steps taken by the writer in obtaining data for this research are 
found in this chapter. The steps were: (l) administering the Metropolitan 
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TOTAL GROUP OF FIFTY 
Twenty (20) Pupils Twenty (20) Pupils 
FINAL READING READINESS TEST (FORM R) 
ADMINISTERED THE TWO GROUPS 
Fig. 1 Design of the study using the parallel group technique of 
the experimental method 
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Readiness Test (Farm S), (2) analyzing the results in order to form par¬ 
allel groups, (3) examining, analyzing and using information from personal 
data sheets in order to form parallel groups, (4) planning and guiding 
listening activities, (5) checking the daily classroom listening activi¬ 
ties of the subjects, (6) administering the Metropolitan Readiness Test 
(Form R), and (7) analyzing the results. 
Data secured from the test were studied, organized and treated 
statistically for reporting, making use of the mean, standard deviation, 
standard error, standard error of the difference between the means and 
the "t" ratio. These statistics enabled the writer to equate the groups, 
to determine general distribution of the initial and final reading readiness 
levels of kindergarten pupils in the experimental and control groups, and 
to determine whether or not mean differences between the groups were 
statistically significant. The writer made use of the one per cent level 
of confidence with 38 degrees of freedom for the comparisons. 
Method of Equating the Groups 
The Metropolitan Readiness Test (Form S) was used to equate the 
groups. The information on the personal data sheets was also a factor in 
equating the groups. The readiness tests were administered by the writer 
and the other two kindergarten teachers at Bethune School. Results were 
analyzed by the writer. The total averages from the test were arranged 
in descending order. The test scores were then separated into two groups 
placing the even-numbered tests in the control group and the odd-numbered 
tests in the experimental group. 
Initial Reading Readiness Test Results 
The data based on the Metropolitan Readiness Test results of the 
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forty kindergarten pupils at Bethune School, Atlanta, Georgia, 1964-65, 
are presented in Table 1, page 3Q and are analyzed below. 
Experimental group.- For the twenty kindergarten pupils of this 
group, the scores ranged from a low of 15 to a high of 54, with a mean 
of 39.55, a median of 40.00, a standard deviation of 11.01, and a 
standard error of the mean of 2.56. Nine or 45 per cent scored above 
the mean, 2 or 10 per cent scored with the mean class interval and 9 or 
45 per cent scared below the mean. These obtained measures indicated 
that in reading readiness the experimental group had a fairly normal 
distribution. 
Control group.- For the twenty kindergarten pupils of this group, 
the scores ranged from a low of 18 to a high of 55, with a mean of 41.05, 
a median of 40, a standard deviation of 10.95, and a standard error of the 
mean of 2.54. Nine or 45 per cent scored above the mean, 2 or 10 per 
cent scored within the mean class interval and 9 or 45 per cent scored 
below the mean. These obtained measures indicated that in reading readiness 
the control group had a fairly normal distribution. 
The "t” ratio of comparative data.- Table 2, page32, shows the com¬ 
parative measures for the two groups were as follows: the means were 39*55 
and 41.05 for the experimental and control groups, respectively, with a 
difference of I.50 in favor of the control group; the median was 40 for 
the experimental and control groups respectively with no difference; the 
standard deviations were 11.01 and 10.95 far the experimental and control 
groups, respectively, with a difference of .06 in the favor of the experi¬ 
mental group. The standard error of the difference between the two means 
l 
was 3.65. The "t" of .41 was not significant, for it was less than 2.58 
\ 
at the one per cent level of confidence at 38 degrees of freedom. 
TABLE 1 
RAW SCORES AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BASED ON PERFORMANCES OF 
THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS OF KINDERGARTEN PUPILS 
ON THE METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST: FORM S 
Scores 
Experimental Group Control Group 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
5U-56 2 10.00 2 10.00 
51 -53 1 5.00 1 5.00 
1J8-50 3 15.00 3 15.00 
U5-U7 3 15.00 1 5.00 
U2-UU 0 0.00 2 10.00 
39-ia 2 10.00 2 10.00 
36-38 2 10.00 2 10.00 
33-35 2 10.00 1 5.00 
30-32 2 . 10.00 1 5.00 
27-29 0 0.00 2 10.00 
2U-26 1 5.00 1 5.00 
21-23 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18-20 1 5.00 2 10.00 
15-17 1 5.00 0 0.00 
Total 20 100.00 20 100.00 
Mean 39.55 • • ia.05 • • 
Median Uo • • Uo • • 
Sigma 11.01 • • 10.95 • • 
S. E. m 2.56 • • 2.5U • • 
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Therefore, the difference of the reading readiness levels for the experi¬ 
mental and control groups vas not significant. 
Description of Listening Activities 
of the Experimental Group 
The group serving as the experimental group vas exposed to daily 
listening experiences vith special emphasis on developing listening 
comprehension during an extra fifteen to tvent y-minute period. Enrich¬ 
ment activities far the experimental group vere conducted away from the 
control group. The group made use of the auditorium, the teacher's 
lounge, vacant classrooms during that time, and the materials center vhich 
became the definite place for the daily listening activities. 
In general this study vas concerned vith finding specific activities 
vhich might improve the listening skills of kindergarteners vith the end 
result to improve the reading readiness status of the pupils. The vriter 
felt that through close observation of the pupils prior to this study, it 
vas safe to say that the majority of the pupils had very poor listening 
habits. This observation led the vriter to remind the pupils daily to 
listen attentively during the many activities of the day. One main objec¬ 
tive vas to get the pupils to realize themselves, vhy it vas very important 
to listen veil vith understanding. Specifically, the study vas concerned 
vith encouraging the pupils to follow simple directions, to listen far 
information and explanations noting important happenings, to listen far 
the proper sequence of happenings, to listen for pleasure, to learn to 
appreciate, to gain further knowledge through talking and participating 
in a variety of activities and to learn proper listening courtesy. 
Various procedures vere used for the purposes of concerns Just mentioned. 
TABLE 2 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUP-PERFORMANCES ON THE METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST 
FORM S 









Ml M2 "t" 
Experimental 20 39.55 ho 11.01 2.56 
and l.5o 3.65 .hi 
Control 20 h1.05 ho 10.95 2.5U 
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Among these were: (1) conversation, (2) story telling, (3) picture 
reading, (4) dramatizing, (5) reading of poems, (6) singing of songs, ' 
(?) speaking of rhymes, (Ô) asking questions and giving answers. 
For the most part, the pupils of the experimental group were arranged 
in a circle or semi circle so each person could easily he seen and heard. 
The writer encouraged a happy atmosphere during the sessions, yet all the 
while encouraged each pupil to remember and obey the listening rules 
which they themselves created. 
The writer found that when it was necessary to move from one room 
to another, especially classrooms, often the pupils' attention was dis¬ 
tracted while they viewed the new setting in which they found themselves. 
The problem was solved, however, when a permanent place was settled upon 
for the sessions. 
The extra listening experiences for the experimental group covered 
thirty days beginning the first of April and ending the third week in May. 
Originally, the end was to have been mid-May, but due to two days for a 
Spring break and one day for a trip to the zoo, the experiment ran over 
into the third week. This did not create a problem, however. By this 
time all parties concerned were thoroughly enjoying the listening sessions. 
There were daily requests from members of the control group and from some 
who were not in either group to, "let me go out with you today, please." 
A Description of the Daily Planned Listening 
Activities for the Experimental Group 
The first day.- 
Purposes: To help pupils to appreciate the importance of listening. 
To find out pupils levels of listening maturity. 
3^ 
Methods: Telling and Explaining 
Discussing 
Drawing 
Materials: Crayons, drawing paper 
Procedure: To find out the pupils' listening habits,the teacher and 
pupils discussed, "What sounds did you hear on the way to 
school this morning?" Next the writer read the following 
short story which she had composed: 
I live in a large green house. 
It has two green windows and a door. 
I have two red flowers growing in my yard. 
The instructions to the subjects were to draw a picture 
about the story which they had just heard. 
The second day.- 
Purposes: To encourage pupils' continued awareness of the importance 
Methods: 
of listening. 
To find out pupils' levels of listening maturity. 
Telling, Showing and Explaining 
Discussing 
Drawing 
Materials: Crayons, drawing paper, and easel 
Procedure: The story which vas read the first day was read again. Each 
picture was shown to the group. An evaluation of each draw¬ 
ing was made by the class. (The writer had made her evalua¬ 
tion prior to this.) The subjects decided which drawings 
represented good listening and which ones did not. 
The third, day.- 
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Purpose»: To continue to encourage pupils to appreciate the importance of 
listening. 
To find out pupils' levels of listening maturity. 
Methods: Telling, Shoving and Explaining 
Discussing 
Drawing 
Materials: Crayons, drawing paper 
Procedure: A summary of the first two days’ activities was given by the 
writer. Another original story was presented to the pupils. 
The story follows: 
On my way to school I saw a field of tall green grass. 
In the grass were five Easter eggs left over from Easter. 
The pupils were asked to draw a picture about the story which 
they had just heard. An evaluation was made by the writer and 
by the pupils. 
The fourth day.- 
Purpose: To aid pupils in strengthening auditory discrimination and 
sensitivity. 
Method*: Telling and Explaining 
Playing apme 
Material: A bell 
Procedure: The writer gave directions for the game to to the subjects. A 
trial run of the game was made. Each subject had a turn to 
participate. All of them wanted to. One pupil sat in the 
center of the circle with his eyes closed while another pupil, 
carrying a bell, hid in the room. The first pupil opened his 
eyes and listened for the sound of the bell. He then pointed 












To continue aiding pupils in strengthening auditory discrimination 
and sensitivity. 
Telling and Explaining 
Playing Game 
A bell 
The writer gave directions for the game to the subjects. A trial 
run of the game was made. Each subject who wished to had a 
chance to participate. The subjects were seated in a circle. 
One pupil was in the center seated in a chair. His eyes were 
closed. A bell was underneath the chair. Another subject 
carefully removed the bell, took it to his seat and hid it 
behind his back. All other subjects had their hands behind 
their backs too. At the signal, the subject in the center 
opened his eyes and tried to locate the bell by listening for 
its sound. 
To provide opportunities for pupils to listen to what others 
say. 





The subjects were seated in a circle. The writer gave instruc¬ 
tions as to how the game would be played. The first subject put 
the telephone to his ear while the writer whispered in his other 
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ear, "I am very happy." The telephone was passed to the 
subject seated next to the first one. The subject held 
the telephone receiver to his ear while the first sub¬ 
ject whispered to him what he had heard. This procedure 
was followed around the circle, one subject whispering 
to the one next to him. The last subject in the circle 
reported aloud what he had heard. 
The seventh day.- 
Purposes: To encourage pupils to listen to others 
To provide opportunities far pupils to make up sane rules 
for listening 
Methods: Conversation 
Questions and answers 
Materials: Chalk board and chalk 
Procedure: The writer made a brief review of the listening activities 
thus far. The subjects were asked if they could pull to¬ 
gether some ideas as to things we should or should not do 
in order to become good listeners. The following statements 
were given by the subjects: 
( l) Listen to what others say. 
(2) Listen with your ears and not your mouth. 
(3) Do not talk when others are talking. 
(4) Do not make noise when others are talking on the 
radio, television and record player. 
(5) Do not "out talk" anyone. Take turns talking. 
(6) Look at the person who is talking to you. 
It was agreed to call the statements rules for listening. The 
writer informed the group that the statements would be printed 
on a chart and would be reviewed often in the future. 
The eight day.- 
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Purposes: To aid pupils in: 





Materials: Drum, drum sticks, table top, pencil. 
Procedure: The subjects had previous knowledge of the tape recorder. 
The writer explained that the activity of the day would be 
recorded and played back to the group thus enabling the- 
group to hear how well they followed directions. Subjects 
were seated in a semi circle. The writer instructed the 
group to come to the table and repeat the rhythm pattern 
which she taped on the table or drum* A sample run was 
made with three subjects before the recording proceeded. 
The ninth day.- 
Purposes: To encourage and guide pupils in: 
Following directions 
Recalling with accuracy 




Materials: Chains, toys, picture-books, crayons and similar items 
Procedure: The writer told the group that they would play a "bring me" 
game which would call for careful listening. The subjects 
were told if they heard their name called and then "bring me" 
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the telephone book, or something else in the room they 
were to follow directions and bring the items to the 
desk. They were told if they heard, "bring me the desk, " 
or "bring me the door," then they were to remain seated 
without making any noise. The writer informed the pupils 
in the beginning that the directions would be given only 
once so that value could be placed on the speaker's and 
listener's time. 
The tenth day.- 
Purposes: Guiding pupils in: 
Providing motivation far listening 
Listening to answer questions 
Listening and expressing reaction 
Methods: Oral reading 
Dramatization by writer 
Material: None 
Procedure: Pupils were requested to listen carefully in order to answer 
questions and then dramatize or play what they had listened 
to. The poem, Mr. Tongue, by Frances C. Hunte was used 
for this exercise. 
The eleventh day.- 
Purposes: To aid pupils in: 
Listening for information 
Listening to answer questions 
Developing an understanding vocabulary 
Method Story telling 
ko 
Material: None 
Procedure: The writer told an original story to the subjects. The 
story was: 
Billy was a little boy. He lived with his father 
and mother* Billy was five years old* He liked to 
wear brown shoes. He liked to wear a green suit. 
Billy also liked to sing. 
The story was repeated twice, then the writer asked each 
subject a question about the story. Three examples of 
the questions follow: 
(1) Who was Billy? 
(2) How old was Billy? 
(3) What color suit did Billy like to wear? 
The twelfth day,» 
Purposes: To continue aiding pupils in listening for information. 
To provide opportunities for pupils to build a listening 
vocabulary. 
Methods: Telling and Shoving 
Questions and answers 
Material: Film 
Procedure: The writer informed the subjects that they would view a film 
today. They were told sane things to look for and listen for 
while viewing the film. The subjects were asked questions 
after the first showing of the film. The questions that were 
not answered were asked again after the film was shown a 
second time. 
The thirteenth day.- 
Purpose: To guide pupils iu listening courteously and accurately with an 
open mind* 
Methods : Describing 
Playing game 
Material: Hone 
Procedure: One subject was invited to sit in the center of the group 
The writer described another subject who was sitting within 
the group. The first subject had to guess who was described. 
If he made the wrong guess the subject who was described 
took his place and the game went on. 
The fourteenth day. - 
Purposes: Guiding pupils in: 
Building mental pictures 
Listening for pleasure 
Distinguishing between true and make believe 
Methods: Story reading 
Discussing 
Material: A book, Nine Pine Gifts, by Evelyn Minshull. 
Procedure: The subjects were seated in a semi circle around the table. 
The writer told the group that they would be read an inter¬ 
esting story about a little boy and his birthday gifts. The 
writer read the story to the group. When the story was 
finished,the pupils were asked to talk about anything they 
remembered. They were asked to tell what they liked most 
or least about the story. The pupils were also asked to 
tell whether they thought the story was true or false and 
why they thought so if the answer was yes or no. 
The fifteenth day.» 
Purposes: To provide opportunities for pupils to increase an understanding 
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vocabulary. 





Materials: Record, play money, box containing numerals, blocks 
bulletin board, radiator, knob on door, tape for tape 
recorder, light hanging from ceiling. 
Procedure: The subjects were shown the variety of objects mentioned 
under materials by the writer. As each item was presented 
to the group the writer made one or two informative state¬ 
ments about the object. The subjects were asked at this 
point to go and touch the object that was named as they 
were called by name. The writer proceeded to call on the 
subjects one after another. If a subject could not remem¬ 
ber the correct object to touch another subject was allowed 
to help him. 
The sixteenth day.- 
Purpose: To encourage and guide pupils in: 
Methods: 
Hearing sounds made by objects that are usually 
familiar 
Becoming aware of sounds 
Discussing 
Listening to record 
Materials: Record, record player, book  
^3 
Procedure: The writer will initiate a discussion of what the subjects 
do at heme to help mother. A picture was shown of Jane 
helping mother in the kitchen. Subjects were informed 
that they would hear a record, Sounds Around the House. 
The record was played once for familiarization. The 
record was played a second time after which a discussion 
followed. Such questions as the following were asked to 
start the discussion: What did Father do first? What did 
Father do next? Do you remember what Father was making? 
Close your eyes and see if you can picture Father at work 
in the house. What did Sally do? Hew do you think Sally 
felt when she heard mother was baking a cake? 
The seventeenth day.- 
Purposes: To enourage pupils in: 
Listening purposefully 
Identifying sounds 
Exercising memory based on sound 
Method: Listening to record 
Discussing 
Materials: Record, record player 
Procedure: The writer reviewed the record, Sounds Around the House, 
that was heard the day before. Then the record was turned 
over to the other side and played. The subjects were 
instructed to listen carefully and raise his or her hand 
as soon as a sound was recognized. The subjects were asked 
to listen to the sounds and see if they could tell what 
happened 
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The eighteenth day. - 
Purpose: To aid pupils in expressing reactions creatively 
Methods: Drawing 
Discussing 
Materials: Drawing paper and crayon 
Procedure: A discussion took place between subjects and the writer in 
the form of a review of the record, Sounds Around the House, 
The subjects were each passed a sheet of drawing paper and 
several colors of crayon. The writer instructed the group 
to listen carefully to the record once more in order to 
draw a picture about anything that they heard. When the 
record had finished playing, the subjects drew their 
impressions. 
The nineteenth day.- 
Purpose: To aid pupils in listening for purposes of predicting what 
happened in the story 
Methods: Discussing 
Listening to record 
Materials: Record and record player 
Procedure: The subjects were told that they would listen today to a 
record, Sounds Around the Town. Part one of this record 
had three short stories*- They were to listen to all three 
stories today—one at a time. Each of the three stories 
was treated the same. The subjects were asked to listen 
once to the story and discuss the sounds that were heard. 
Each short story was preceded by a short narration which 
set the stage fear the subjects visual images. The 
^5 
narration also identified sounds that might cause diffi¬ 
culty. After each short story of sounds the vriter asked 
for volunteers to tell stories about what pictures they 
saw when they heard the sounds. At the end of the third 
story each subject had expressed himself or herself at 
least onee. 
The twentieth day.- 
Purpose: To continue aiding pupils in listening for purposes of 
predicting what happened in the story 
Methods: Discussing 
Listening to record 
Materials: Record and record player 
Procedure: The procedure today was the same as that for the nineteenth 
day. Part two of the same record was played this day. There 
were also three stories on this side of the record, only they 
were different from the ones on Part one. 
The twenty first day.- 
Purposes: To add pupils in listening to sounds made by common farm 
animals 
To aid pupils in gaining a vivid impression cf animal sounds 
Methods: Discussing 
Listening to record 
Materials: Record, record player and animal pictures 
Procedure: The writer guided the subjects in recalling a film which they 
saw earlier in the school year about farm animal babies and 
their mothers. At the end of this discussion, the writer 






informed the subjects that they would listen to a record, 
Animal Sounds Around the Farm, today and tomorrow. Today 
the writer told the subjects that they would listen to 
Part one of the story merely for enjoyment* They were 
told that as the narration on the record identified each 
animal sound, the picture of that animal would be shown to 
them. This was done. 
second day*» 
To continue aiding pupils in listening to sounds made by 
farm animals 
To provide opportunities for pupils which would stimulate 
visual imagery of animals associated with each sound. 
Discussing 
Listening to record 
Identifying pictures 
Record, record player and animal pictures 
The writer informed the subjects that they would hear the 
...   ... i 
same animal sounds today as were heard yesterday. Only 
today they were to name the animal associated with the sound 
as soon as it was made. They were asked to identify the sounds 
quickly before the narrator beat them to it. The record today, 
which was part two of animal sounds was played through twice 
far this exercise. The third time the record was played, the 
subjects were asked to take turns coming up to the table to 
point to the picture of the animal making the sound on the 
record. The pictures of a horse, colt, lamb, mother sheep, 
duck, ducklings, baby chicks, mother hen, cow, calf, a man 
milking a cow, hogs and piglets were previously arranged 
on the table by the writer in order to be easily seen by 
the subjects. 
The twenty third day. - 
Purpose: To provide activities in: 
Methods: 
Increasing understanding vocabulary 
Listening for enjoyment 
Conversation 
Listening to record 
Dramatizing 
Materials: Record and record player 
Procedure: The writer asked the subjects how many of them had been to 
a circus. The few subjects who had had the opportunity of 
this experience were asked to tell what they remembered. 
The writer told briefly of her experience at the circus. 
The group was told that they were about to hear a record 
about a few circus acts. The writer named the acts and 
read the lines to the songs about the acts on the record. 
The words to the song. The Tightrope Walker are: 
See how slowly I slide my feet 
Slowly slide my feet. 
Gently and softly, first left foot then right. 
See how slowly I raise my arms. 
Slowly raise my arms 
Gently and softly, they feel very light. 
Other songs on the record were, "The Fat Man, " "The Tumblers, " 
"The Bicycle Rider," "The Clown,'"The Juggler and the Dancing 
Horse." The record was listened to once. The second time the 
record was played,the writer encouraged the subjects to 
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dramatize what the wards meant to them. 
The twenty fourth day.- 
Purpose: To continue to provide activities in: 
Listening for enjoyment 
Expressing reactions creatively 
Method: Dramatization 
Materials: Record and record player 
Procedure: Today the writer cleared the floor to make as much space 
as possible. The subjects were told to listen to the 
record and dramatize as they wished. The reaction was 
wonderful. The record played today was "Sunday in the 
Park." It is a story in song and verse about a father 
taking his son on a visit to the park. The activities 
suggested by the words and rhythms of the songs are: 
(l) walking, (2) stretching, (3) rolling, (4) running, 
and (5) seesawing. 
The twenty fifth day.- 
Purpose: To encourage pupils to listen in order to learn a song 
Methods: Conversing 
Singing 
Materials: Pitch pipe 
Procedure: The children were arranged in a semicircle facing the 
writer. The subjects were asked if they would like to 
learn a fun song. The answer was in the affirmative. 
The pitch pipe was used by the writer to get the correct 
pitch. The writer said, "Now listen to this." She sang 
Ha, ha, ha, 'tis you and me 
Little cup of milk 
Don’t I love thee? 
If I had a ccw that gave such milk 
I'd dress her in the finest silk 
Feed her on the choicest hay 
And milk her forty times a day. 
The subjects later joined in the singing. 
The twenty sixth day.- 
Purposes: To guide pupils in listening when others talk 
To encourage pupils in telling original stories 
Method: Story telling by subjects 
Materials: None 
Procedure: The subjects were arranged in a circle. The writer asked the 
group to think for a few minutes about anything they felt 
interested in. They were asked to make up a story about 
whatever it was they were thinking about. The writer reminded 
the group of their list of listening rules. They were then 
asked to take turns standing and telling their story that 
they "made up" themselves. About half of the group responded 
by telling original short stories. Most of the stories 
dealt with the home, pets and playmates. At the end of the 
session, the subjects who participated were given a "big hand.' 
The twenty seventh day.- 
Purpose: To continue to provide activities in listening for enjoyment 
To encourage and guide pupils in appreciating poetry 
Method: Reading from the bopk 
Materials: A book 
Procedure The subjects were asked to listen carefully to the poems that 
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they were about to hear read to them. The writer chose 
the following poems to read to the subjects from the book, 
Talking Time; Gay Goose, The Song of the Cricket, Thanks¬ 
giving. Black Bear. Rag Man. Telephone. Mousie Brown. 
Merry-Go-Round and Listening. The following poem, Listen¬ 
ing. 11 was read: 
Let me hear the little wind blowing in the trees, 
"vh...... vh..... wh....." 
Let me hear the humming sound of the busy bees, 
"zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz" 
Let me hear the Jersey cow in the meadow green, 
1 Wnmmmmmsnminmni ooooooooooo " 
Let me hear the teakettle when its making steam, 
"sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss" 
Let me hear the rooster as he flaps his wings, 
”r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r,r, 
Let me hear the little girl as this song she sings: 
"La, la, la, la, la." 
The twenty eighth day.- 
Purposes: To encourage pupils in: 
Expressing feelings about music 
Creating rhythmic interpretations 
Methods: Listening to the tape recorder 
1 
Dancing 
Material: Tape recorder 
Procedure: The subjects were asked by the writer to get up out of their 
chairs and do whatever the music made them feel like doing. 
The writer had recorded piano selections earlier which included 
a waltz, a march, a rhumba, and a popular selection suitable 
for the twist. Effort was made to have some slow music and 
fast music. The subjects got up out of their chairs and 
responded well to the music. 
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The tventy ninth day»- 
Purposes: To guide pupil6 in: 
Methods: 




Materials: Picture flash cards 
S 
Procedure: The writer had obtained two sets of identical pictures. 
Subjects were asked, one at a time, to come to the table 
and find two pictures which looked alike. The pictures 
which were improperly matched were corrected by subjects 
and writer. The writer held up each set of identical pic¬ 
tures so all could see and discuss briefly why they were 
just alike. At the end of the discussion the pictures were 
all mixed up again. The subjects who matched pictures 
incorrectly at first were given a second chance to match 
them. Then the subjects who made correct matches at first 
were given a second chance to match them. 
The thirtieth day.» 







Materials: Rhythm sticks, bells 
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Procedure: Subjects were instructed to listen for the number of taps 
A 
as the writer and several of the subjects would strike the 
rhythm sticks, ring the bell or tap on the floor with a 
foot. One person made the sound at a time and the writer 
would call on a subject who held up his hand, fiar each. The 
game was played long enough so each child had a turn to 
make the taps or ring the bell. The taps were kept within 
the one to five range. 
Description of the Classroom Listening Activities 
of the Control and Experimental Groups 
Both groups engaged in listening activities in the classroom through¬ 
out the school day. There were three teachers, including the writer, in 
the kindergarten classroom at Bethune and each one often said, "Please 
listen now." At the beginning of each day the groups had a devotional 
period, involving songs, scripture readings and thoughts far the day and 
a salute to the flag. In order to participate, all pupils had to make use 
of the listening and speaking skills sooner or later. The "show and tell" 
period usually followed devotions. This period involved just what it 
says, showing and telling. Many interesting things were shown and told. 
One pupil shared his train ticket he vised to ride at Stone Mountain. 
This showing led to a brief study of Stone Mountain which is located near 
Atlanta. 
During this experimental period, both the experimental and control 
groups engaged in the following listening activities in the classroom. 
They were: 
1. Listening for directions 
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2. Dramatizing 
3. Discussing film, filmstrips, weekly newspapers, number readiness 
books, etc* 
4. Responding to weekly radio and television program provided by the 
Board of Education 
5* Showing reaction to music 
6. Understanding classroom rules involving use of art materials, 
visit to rest roams, cafeteria and the like 
7. Experimenting in science 
8. Evaluating their "work" in the housekeeping corner 
9* Sharing art work and results of block building by pupils 
10. Listening to stories, rhymes, and poems read by teacher 
11. Listening to announcements from the principal, secretaries and 
students. 
The radio and television programs listened to by the kindergarteners 
were: (l) "Rainbow Rhythms" involving music, rhythms, dramatizations and 
interpretation, (2) "Tell It Again" involving story telling and listening 
to poems. There were follow-up activities involving picture drawing in 
connection with seme of the stories and (3) "Fun and Fitness" involving 
physical education activities. 
The design of the experiment called for a pretest and a final test. 
It was necessary, therefore, to have two parallel farms of the Metropolitan 
Readiness Test. At the end of the experimental period, (Form R) of the 
Metropolitan Readiness Test was administered to the experimental and control 
groups. 
The data on this test as revealed by the raw scores obtained by the 
f orty kindergarteners are presented in Table III, page 55, and are analyzed 
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in the section following: 
General Description and Comparison of the Data 
Obtained from the Post-Test (Farm R) af the 
Metropolitan Readiness Test 
At the end of the six weeks experimental period all the pupils of 
the two groups were given the Metropolitan Readiness Test (Form R). The 
descriptions and comparisons of performances on the test were based on 
the data presented in Tables 3 and 4. These findings indicated that both 
groups were similar in statistical results reported. In the range of 
scores, the experimental group extended from 32 to 65 and the control 
group from 23 to 57, with specific ranges of 33 and 34 respectively. 
In terms of the readiness status, the spread for the experimental 
group would extend from low normal to superior and for the control group 
the spread would extend from poor risk to high normal. 
The standard deviations of 8.22 and 10.23 for the experimental and 
control groups showed similarity. The measures of central tendency were 
similar but not too much so. For the experimental and control groups 
respectively the means were 50.05 and 43.75, the medians were 49.75 and 
and 41.5 with standard errors of the means of 1.86 and 2.37. These 
findings led to the conclusion that the listening capacity was normally 
distributed in both groups. In the experimental group 55 per cent of 
the scores fell above the mean class interval and 35 per cent fell below. 
Similarly, in the control group 50 per cent scored above the mean class 
interval and 50 per cent fell below. 
The closeness of the mean and median values and the obvious symmetry 
of the spread of scores indicated the normal trend in distributions of 
both groups. It was concluded however that the experimental group had 
TABLE 3 
RAW SCORES AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS BASED ON PERFORMANCES OF 
THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS OF KINDERGARTEN PUPILS 
ON THE METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST: FORM R 
Scores 
Experimental Group Control Group 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
63-63 1 5.00 0 0.00 
60-62 1 5.00 0 0.00 
57-59 3 15.00 2 10.00 
5U-56 2 10.00 1 5.00 
51-53 3 15.00 6 30.00 
1*8-50 3 15.00 1 5.00 
1*5-1*7 1* 20.00 0 0.00 
1*2-1*1* 0 0.00 0 0.00 
39-1*1 1 5.00 3 15.00 
36-38 0 0.00 2 10.00 
33-35 1 5.00 2 10.00 
30-32 1 5.00 2 10.00 
27-29 0 0.00= 0 0.00 
2U-26 0 0.00 0 0.00 
21-23 0 0.00 1 5.00 
Total 20 100.00 20 100.00 
Mean 50.05 0.00 1*3.75 0.00 
Median 1*9.75 0.00 1*1.5 0.00 
Sigma 8.22 0.00 10.23 0.00 
S. E. M. 1.86 0.00 2.37 0.00 
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a mean reading readiness equivalent at the average readiness status and 
the control group had a mean reading readiness equivalent at the low 
normal readiness status. This conclusion would reveal, therefore, 
that there was a reasonable superiority of the experimental group 
over the control group in readiness status. Specific analysis of the 
scores from the post-test will be found in the following paragraphs. 
Experimental group.- For the twenty kindergarten pupils of this 
group, the scores ranged from a low of 32 to a high of 65, with a mean 
of 50»05> a median of 49.75, a standard deviation of 8.22, and a standard 
error of the mean of 1.86. Eleven or 55 per cent scored above the mean, 
three or 15 per cent scored within the mean class interval and five or 
30 per cent scored below the mean. These obtained measures indicated 
that in reading readiness the general trend of the distribution for the 
experimental group shifted toward the upper end. 
Control group.- For the twenty kindergarten pupils of this group, 
the scores ranged from a low of 23 to a high of 57, with a mean of 43.75, 
a median of 41.5, a standard deviation of 10.23, and a standard error of 
the mean of 2.37. Ten or 50 per cent scored above the mean, none within 
the mean class interval and ten or 50 per cent scored below the mean, 
These obtained measures indicated that in reading readiness the general 
trend of the distribution was evenly distributed above and below the mean 
with a wider spread below the mean. 
The "t" ratio of comparative data.- The "t", 2.1, was found to be 
insignifleant for it was less them 2.58 at the one per cent level of 
confidence with 38 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between 
the two sets of total scores was not statistically significant. Table 4, 
page 57, shows the comparative measures for the two groups. 
TABLE h 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUP-PERFORMANCES ON THE METROPOLITAN READINESS TEST 
FORM R 









Ml M2 "t" 
Experimental 20 50.05 49.75 8.22 1.86 
and 6.30 3.00 2.1 
Control 20 43.75 41.5 10.23 2.37 
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Correlational Data on Forms S and R of the 
Metropolitan Readiness Test 
Experimental group.- The "r" for the experimental group was found 
to be .46, the z-score equivalent was .50 and the standard error of 
V' was .18. 
Control group. - The "r" for the control group was found to be .31, 
the z-score equivalent was .32 and the standard error of "r" was .21. 
Difference between correlations.- The difference of and Z2 was 
found to be .18, and the standard error of z± and z2 was .346, with a 
"t" of .52 which was not significant at the one per cent level of con¬ 
fidence for it was less than 2.58. Table V, page 59, presents the 
obtained data for the Metropolitan Readiness Test, Form S and R, on the 
correlations for the experimental and control groups. 
TABLE 5 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CORRELATIONS FOR 


























SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Basic Design and Methodology 
This study was an experiment to determine the extent to which 
listening experience contributed to the level of reading readiness among 
kindergarten pupils at Bethune School, Atlanta, Georgia 196U-6$. 
Ihe purposes of this study were as follows : 
1. To measure the effectiveness of listening instruction in the 
development of reading readiness through experiences which would 
encourage pupils in: (a) listening with purpose, (b) recalling 
with accuracy, (c) building mental pictures, (d) expressing 
reactions creatively, and (e) extending understanding vocabulary. 
2. To compare tested reading readiness levels of the kindergarten 
pupils with and without special instructions in listening. 
3. To determine to what extent special listening instructions 
provided implications for increasing the reading readiness 
levels of kindergarten pupils. 
This study was limited to the listening factor as a determiner in 
reading readiness. Only forty kindergarteners were used as subjects. 
Twenty of these were in the experimental group and twenty were in the 
control group. Of the twenty in the experimental group, twelve were 
girls and eight were boys. It is important to recognize that other instru¬ 
ments might have been used in gathering data pertinent to this study, 
although the ones used were highly satisfactory and reliable. Only tests 
one through four, which deal with reading readiness, of the Metropolitan 
Readiness Test were given. 
The methods of research employed in this study were the descriptive 
and experimental methods using the parallel group design. There were 
60 
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fifty kindergarten pupils to whom the initial Metropolitan Reading Readiness 
Test (Form S) was administered for the purpose of securing two equated 
groups based on equal levels of performance on this test. Two groups of 
twenty pupils each were secured as subjects who continued in the research. 
An experimental period of six weeks of contrasting patterns of learn¬ 
ing experiences took place. The experimental group was given a combination 
of regular classroom activities and special listening activities while 
the control group was given regular classroom activities. At the end of 
the six weeks experimental period, all the pupils of the two groups were 
given the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test. Form R. Descriptions and 
comparisons of performances on the test were made. 
In order to accomplish the desired intentions, it was necessary for 
the writer to review the literature related to this study. The follow¬ 
ing statements give a summary of this review. 
1. Readiness as it relates to reading is influenced by many factors 
some of which are physical, attitudinal and perceptual. 
2. All of the factors of readiness depend on one another and grow 
out of one another. 
3. Listening is the process of hearing, recognizing, interpreting 
and comprehending spoken language. 
lu Optimum listening involves purpose, critical thinking, 
evaluation and communication. 
5>. There should be a favorable climate for listening activities. 
6. Through listening learning takes place. 
7. Listening is the most used of the language arts. 
8. The ability to listen is basic to reading readiness. 
9. Many kindergarten experiences help to train children in 
listening comprehension. 
10. Some examples of kindergarten listening experiences are story 
telling, conversation, dramatization, singing songs, listening 
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to poems, speaking rhymes and playing games. 
11. Teacher promotes listening habits by being a good listener himself. 
12. Research has proved that listening can be developed through 
training. 
13. There is a need for more research in listening. 
The subjects involved in this study were forty kindergarten pupils 
who entered school in September, 1961*, at Bethune School. 
The materials used in this study were personal data sheets and 
Reading Readiness Test of the Metropolitan Readiness Tests, Forms S and R. 
The data derived from the tests were analyzed and interpreted statistically. 
There were certain procedural steps which were necessary for this 
study. The following statements give a summary of them. 
1. Permission to conduct study was secured. 
2. Literature pertinent to this study was reviewed. 
3. Personal data sheets for the kindergarteners were examined. 
It. The Metropolitan Readiness Test, From S, was administered. 
Parallel groups, which served as the experimental and control 
groups, were formed. 
6. The experimental group was given a combination of regular class¬ 
room activities and special listening activities. 
7. The control group was given regular classroom activities. 
8. At the end of the six weeks experimental period, Form R of the 
Metropolitan Readiness Test was given to all subjects, 
9. The data collected were studied, organized, treated statistically 
and reported. 
10. An appropriate figure, descriptions and tables were used in the 
reporting. 
11. Findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations were 
reported in this thesis copy. 
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Significant Findings 
In accordance with the purposes of this study, the findings are 
presented below; 
1. There was no significant difference in the pre and post-test 
results of the experimental and control groups. The "t" for 
the pre-test and post-test was .Ul and 2.1 respectively making 
both "t"s not significant for each was less than 2.58 at the one 
» per cent level of confidence. 
2. There was a decided gain in the reading readiness status for the 
group with extra listening instruction. The pre-test data re¬ 
vealed a mean of 39*55 with nine or U5 per cent scoring above 
the mean two or 10 per cent scoring within the mean class 
interval and nine or U5 per cent scoring below the mean. The 
post-test data revealed a mean of 50.05 with twelve or 60 per 
cent scoring above the mean, three or 15 per cent within the 
mean class interval and five or 15 per cent below the mean. 
3. There was a gain in the readiness status for the group without 
extra listening instruction. The pre-test data revealed a mean 
of Ul.05 with nine or U5 per cent scoring above the mean and 
two or 10 per cent scoring within the mean class interval and 
nine or U5 per cent below the mean. The post-test data re¬ 
vealed a mean of 1)3.75 with ten or 50 per cent scoring above the 
mean, none scoring within the mean class interval aad ten or 50 
per cent scoring below the mean. 
U. The comparative measures for the experimental and control 
groups revealed means of 50.05 and 1)3*75 for the experimental 
and control groups respectively with a difference of 6.30 in 
favor of the experimental group; the medians were 1)9*75 and 
iil.5 for the experimental and control groups respectively with 
a difference of 8.25 in favor of the experimental group; the 
standard deviation was 8.22 and 10.23 for the experimental and 
control groups respectively with a difference of 2.01 in favor 
of the control group. The standard error of the difference 
between the two means was 3.00. The "t" for these data was 
2.1 which was not significant for it was less than 2.58 at the 
one per cent level of confidence with .38 degrees 6f freedom. 
Therefore, the difference of the tested reading readiness levels 
of kindergarten pupils with and without special instructions 
in listening was not significant for these two groups of pupils. 
5. The reading readiness levels for the experimental group ranged 
from low normal to superior and for the control group the 
range was from poor risk to high .normal. This finding would 
indicate that the experimental group excelled in reading 
readiness levels. 
6k 
6. Since the experimental group excelled in reading readiness 
levels, and since the mean score for this group was 50.05 
with 60 per cait scoring above the mean as compared with the 
control group’s mean of U3«75 witfr ten or 50 per cent scoring 
above the mean, the extent to which special listening instruction 
provides implications for increasing the reading readiness levels 
of kindergarten pupils is not limited. 
7. Although there was no significant difference to favor the 
listening abilities of the experimental group, data of the post¬ 
test found in Table 3 did reveal the experimental group excelled 
in reading readiness. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions were drawn from the above analysis and 
inteipretation of the data in the present research. 
1. From the pre-test data the experimental and control groups had 
an equal chance of making progress in listening through experiences 
for the kindergarten grade level. 
2. It was assumed that the experimental group after thirty days of 
training in listening was not significantly superior to the control 
group which did not have the extra training. This assumption 
provides acceptance of the null hypothesis which would say that 
any difference between the final readiness tests’ results was 
merely a matter of chance. 
3. The test data indicated that after thirty days of training in 
developing listening skills, both groups showed some improvement, 
but the experimental group excelled the control group. It could 
be concluded that the extra listening training caused this 
advantage. 
U. An extra period each day involving listening activities used in 
this study increased the reading readiness levels of kinder¬ 
garten pupils. 
Implications for Educational Theory and Practice 
The implications that grew out of the conclusions ares 
1. There is evidence to show that there is a need for helping pupils 
become conscious of rules and activities for improving listening. 
2. Reading readiness levels can be improved through special 
listening experiences. 
3. Listening activities should be carefully planned and fulfilled. 
U. The close relationship of listening and reading readiness would 




The findings, conclusions and implications are basic to the following 
recommendations: 
1. That effective listening skills should be taught. 
2. That kindergarten teachers place more emphasis on developing 
listening skills daily. 
3. That a planned coordinated program of improving listening skills 
be put into effect throughout Bethune School making use of the 
present curriculum guides. 
U. That the subjects of this study should be challenged to continue 
their awareness of good listening. 
5. That more research should be conducted on the kindergarten level 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
AND KEY FOR SCORING 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE TEST 
The progress young children make when they enter 
school in the primary grades depends to a large extent upon 
their readiness for learning and upon the provisions the 
school makes for variations in readiness. Among the chief 
factors that contribute to readiness for beginning school- 
work are linguistic attainments and aptitudes, visual and 
auditory perception, muscular coordination and motor 
skills, number knowledge, and the ability to follow 
directions and to pay attention in group work. How far 
advanced the school beginner will be in these skills depends 
upon many factors, such as his intelligence, his home back¬ 
ground, his health and physical condition, his degree of 
emotional maturity, and his social adjustment and general 
background of experience. Lack of readiness in any of 
the above traits may account for a pupil’s failure to learn 
in the first grade. 
The Metropolitan Readiness Tests were devised to meas¬ 
ure the traits and achievements of school beginners that 
contribute to their readiness for first-grade instruction. 
Designed for testing pupils at the end of the kindergarten 
year or the beginning of the first grade, these tests are 
contained in a sixteen-page booklet comprising six separate 
tests: Word Meaning, Sentences, Information, Matching, 
Numbers, and Copying. Each test consists of pictures 
which the pupil is to mark or copy according to instruc¬ 
tions given to him orally by the examiner. 
The Metropolitan Readiness Tests are available in two 
forms, R and S. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBTESTS 
Test 1. Word Meaning. This is a test of understanding 
or comprehension of language — not a test of the pupil’s 
language usage. In each row, the pupil is to select from 
four pictures the one that illustrates the word the examiner 
names. 
Test 2. Sentences. Test 2 is similar in organization to 
Test 1. However, the pupil is required to comprehend 
phrases and sentences instead of individual words. The 
extra conversation, which is not always necessary for the 
location of the right picture by the pupils, is added to make 
the test one of more sustained attention, comparable to 
the attention span required in listening to stories and un¬ 
derstanding directions in the beginning work in reading. 
Test S. Information. Test 3 is related to vocabulary. 
The pupil is required to select from a row of four pictures 
the one that best suits the examiner’s description. 
Test Ij.. Matching. Test 4 is a test of visual perception 
involving the recognition of similarities, a capacity required 
in learning to read. Each item contains four different pic¬ 
tures of animals, objects, figures, letters, or words. In the 
center of the row is a framed picture just like one of the 
Copyright 1948, 1949, by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 
New York 
All rights reserved 
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four. The pupil is to draw a frame around the picture 
that matches the one in the center. 
Test 5. Numbers. This test measures number knowl¬ 
edge. It measures achievement in number vocabulary, 
counting, ordinal numbers, recognition of written numbers, 
writing numbers, interpreting number symbols, the mean¬ 
ing of number terms, the meaning of fractional parts, rec¬ 
ognition of forms, telling time, and the use of numbers in 
simple problems. By using the picture form of material 
and certain checking devices, the varied aspects of num¬ 
ber knowledge can be explored very satisfactorily. 
Test 6. Copying. Test 6 measures a combination of 
visual perception and motor control such as that required 
in learning to write. This type of test has proved to be 
diagnostic of mental maturity as well as physical develop¬ 
ment in young children. The tendency toward spatial 
reversal in drawing or writing which is shown by young 
children is disclosed in the copying type of item. This 
tendency is found to be correlated with immaturity in per¬ 
ceptual abilities and may be symptomatic of motor con¬ 
fusion. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
1. The examiner should be thoroughly acquainted with 
the directions and the tests before administering them. 
He should examine a copy of the test, checking over each 
item in much the same manner as the pupils are expected 
to respond and marking any items that need special atten¬ 
tion. Different examiners working with pupils in the 
same school should agree on procedures and conform to 
them in giving the tests. 
2. Testing of groups larger than fifteen pupils is not 
recommended. Even smaller groups are desirable if pupils 
are known to be immature or retarded. When testing in 
small groups it is easier to control the children’s behavior, 
prevent copying, and observe individual responses. Assign 
the pupils to groups and keep them in these same groups 
for all sessions of the test. A pupil who shows inability 
to respond in the group should be tested later individually, 
but exactly the same instructions should be followed as 
for group testing. 
3. Accurate administering requires implicit following of 
instructions. The precise wording of directions has been 
worked out with great care and any marked deviation may 
invalidate the results. All directions should be given 
slowly and distinctly in a clear, natural, pleasant voice. 
In giving the tests, the examiner should stand so that all 
pupils can see him and so that he can see each pupil as 
he works. In demonstrating, the examiner should hold 
the test booklet on a level with the children’s eyes when 
they are seated. 
4. Pupils should be seated in such a way that copying 
is not possible. 
5. The practice exercises at the beginning of Tests 1, 
4, and 6 are to be used as an aid in showing the pupils 
what they will be expected to do on the test. As much 
time as necessary should be spent on these items to make 
clear to the pupils the method of indicating responses to 
test items. Assistance should not be given individual 
pupils after the regular part of any test has begun, but 
during each test the examiner should check constantly to 
make sure that the pupils are working in the right row 
and that they are responding as directed. Sample items 
are not provided for Tests 2, 3, and 5, since these are 
similar in organization to Test 1. 
Use the blackboard freely to show the way pupils are to 
mark pictures. Very immature pupils should be given 
some experience in using pencils or crayons with paper 
before the tests are to be given. 
6. Colored pencils or crayons are more satisfactory 
than ordinary pencils, from the standpoint of both the 
pupil’s interest and ease of scoring. The pupil may raise 
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his hand if his pencil or crayon breaks. An extra supply 
of sharpened pencils or crayons should be on hand in case 
of need. 
7. Examiners who prefer to use markers may supply 
pupils with sheets of paper or light cardboard to guide 
them in keeping on the right row of the test. Where 
directions read “Put your finger on the next row,” sub¬ 
stitute “Slide your marker down to the next row.” 
8. Requests to leave the room, and such emergencies 
as are presented by pupils who are hard of hearing or who 
have temporary vision troubles and the like, should be 
taken care of at the discretion of the examiner, who is in 
the best position to judge the proper handling of each case. 
9. The pupils should be warned that during the test 
periods no one but the examiner should do any talking. 
No questions are to be answered during the course of the 
test. 
10. The tests should be given in three sessions, as fol¬ 
lows: I, Tests 1 and 2; II, Tests 3 and 4; III, Tests 5 
and 6. A relaxation period should be provided between 
tests within a sitting. 
11. Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5 are timed item by item. In 
Tests 4 and 6 the pupils work at their own rate following 
the demonstration, but a liberal time allowance has been 
provided for all but the slowest pupils to finish the test. 
The total working time for the entire examination is ap¬ 
proximately 60 minutes. Time limits should be adhered 
to strictly if the results are to be evaluated in terms of the 
established norms. If a pupil does not have time to finish 
Test 4 or Test 6 and the examiner wishes to observe his 
responses on the items not completed, he may retest that 
pupil at another time, stimulating him item by item'. 
Tests which have separate directions for each item 
should be continued until all the items are tried even 
though the examiner thinks the pupils will not be familiar 
with the items. If the more difficult items are omitted 
or if the pupils are not allowed the full time, the discrimi¬ 
native value of the test may be lost and capable children 
will not have shown all they are able to do. 
12. Blanks for the pupils’ names and the other data 
may be filled in before the test booklets are distributed, 
or the booklets may be distributed with only the pupils’ 
names on them and the other data filled in after the test is 
completed and the booklets have been collected. At the re¬ 
sumption of each new test session,make sure that each pupil 
receives his own test booklet opened to the correct page. 
13. The directions to be read to the pupils are printed in 
bold type; the instructions to the teacher, in lighter type. 
Read the directions exactly as they are printed. 
DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
Before the booklets are distributed, say to the pupils: 
“Children, we are going to play some games today with 
pictures in these books I have for you. (Hold up a book¬ 
let.) I am going to give each of you one of these books and 
a pencil (or crayon) to mark with. You must listen very 
carefully while I tell you what to do. Raise your hand if 
your pencil (or crayon) breaks and I will give you another.” 
Distribute the booklets first and then the crayons. As 
you give each pupil his booklet, open it to the first page. 
Fold the page back so that only the first page of the test 
is showing. Whenever booklets are passed back to pupils 
be sure that they are opened to the proper page. 
The specific directions for each test are found on the 
following pages. Give the instructions slowly and clearly. 
Give help with the sample items only, but repeat these 
items as often as necessary. As pupils reach the unfa¬ 
miliar terms or items upon which they hesitate, encourage 
them to keep trying, but give no additional help in find¬ 
ing the correct answer. 
Now proceed with the specific directions for Test 1 
which starts on the next page. 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING, Page 2 
a. “Look at the first row of pictures, here. (Point to it on a 
test booklet.) I’m going to tell you to mark one of the pictures 
in this row by drawing a cross on it. Look at each picture as I 
name it. (Name all the pictures in the row.) Now mark the baby. 
(Pause.) Did you find it? (Check to be sure that each pupil has 
found the picture.) You should have drawn a cross on the picture 
of the baby.” (Illustrate on the blackboard or on the test page.) 
b. “Put your finger on the next row. Mark the house.” 
(Check to be sure that each pupil has found the house and has 
marked it correctly.) 
Sample. Do not 
■crw 
1. “Put your finger on the next row. Mark the feather.” 
(Pause 15 seconds. After each item say: “Put your finger on the 
next row.” Pause 15 seconds after each item.) 
2. “Mark the furniture.” 
5. “Mark the tomato.” 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
any pupils who have difficulty.) 
( 4 1 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING, Page 3 
“Mark the grasshopper.” 
“Mark the lantern.” 
. “Mark the hatchet.” 
“Now turn to the next page, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
fy pupils who have difficulty.) 
r ci 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING, Page 4 
13. “Mark the camera.” 
14. “Mark the woodpecker.” 
15. “Mark the blossom.” 
18. “Mark the moccasin.” 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
any pupils who have difficulty.) ' 
[ 6 ]  _ 
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TEST 2. SENTENCES, Page 5 
The directions for this test are similar to those for Test 1. There 
»e no samples. Say to the pupils : “Put your finger on the first 
>w of pictures. (Point to them.) I am going to say something 
t>out one of these pictures. See if you can find the right picture 
ad draw a cross on it. Ready, listen.” 
» 
1. “Find the child who is carrying a pail and shovel.” (Pause 
> seconds for each item.) 
2. “Put your finger on the next row. Mark the picture that 
tell you about. At the zoo we saw some wild animals in their 
ages.” (After each item say: “Put your finger on the next row. 
tark the picture that 1 tell you about.”) 
Mien they rang the bell and ran away.” 
4. “In the fall, Father rakes the leaves and burns them.” 
» 
fc5. “When Halloween came, the children carved a jack-o’-' 
intern out of a pumpkin. They lighted it with a candle and put 
: in the window.” 
6. “Mary got her lunch box, two books, and a pencil case 
«ady to take to school.” 
7. “Daddy took Billy and his friend Jack to the circus, 
'here they saw a clown riding backwards on a horse with a 
ancy harness.” 
“Now turn to the next page, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
Sy pupils who have difficulty.) 
f 7 1 
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TEST 2. SENTENCES, Page 6 
8. “In Switzerland the cows wear bells around their neck 
so that the boy can find them when they wander away.” < 
     < 
9. “Jack built a two-story house and put a chimney on top.' 
10. “The man at the drugstore sells medicine and othej 
things for sick people.” 
11. “The man was reading a notice that was nailed to the 
fence.” 
For the last three items, use the instruction “Mark the pic¬ 
ture that finishes what I am going to tell you about.” , 
12. The lame man could not walk until he got some 
13. 
When the test is finished, say: “Stop. Put your pencils 
down.” Collect the test booklets. . 
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TEST 3. INFORMATION, Page 7 
At the beginning of the second session pass out booklets opened to 
>age 7 and say: “We are going to play some more games in 
he picture books, but you are not to write anything until you 
ire told to do so. Listen carefully and do the best you can.” 
1. “Put your finger on the first row of pictures. Mark the 
hing to use when you play a game outdoors with a ball.” (Pause 
5 seconds for each item.) 
2. “Put your finger on the next row of pictures. Mark thé 
>ne you pack clothes in when you travel.” (After each item say : 
‘Put your finger on the next row of pictures.”)^ 
3. “Mark the one the farmer uses when he works in his 
jarden.” 
X 
4. “Mark the one that tells what day of the month it is.” 
* 5. “Mark the one you use to cut the grass.” 
6. “Mark what the hen lays.” 
>   —   
7. “Mark the one to carry in the parade on the Fourth of 
July.” 
“Now turn to the next page, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
Ifiy pupils who have difficulty.) 
[ 9 ] 
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TEST 3. INFORMATION, Page 8 
8. “Mark the one you take pictures with.” 
10. “Mark the one you put on a machine to play music.” 
11. “Mark what grows under the ground.” 
12. “Mark the thing that shows the whole world.” 
13. “Mark the one that sleeps in a den all winter.” 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” 
pupils who have difficulty.) 
f io 1 
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TEST 4. MATCHING, Page 9 
Say to the children: “Put your finger on the row of pictures 
at the top of the page. Look at the picture in the middle with a 
frame drawn around it. (Point to it.) Find another picture 
just like it and draw a frame around it. (Illustrate by drawing 
an oval frame or a circle on the blackboard and then pause.) 
You should have drawn a frame around the next to the last 
picture in the row.” See that all pupils have chosen the right 
picture, as indicated on Sample a below. Help the pupils in a 
similar manner with the other samples on page 9, making sure 
that all have marked the right pictures, as indicated below. 
’ After the sample items have been completed, say: “Turn to the 
next page, like this. (Illustrate.) You are going to draw 
frames around more pictures, just as we have been doing, but 
I am not going to help you any more. Remember to draw a 
frame around the picture that is just like the one in the middle. 
You have three pages of pictures to do. (Point out the pictures 
on all three pages.) Ready. Go.” 
Make a note immediately of the time in writing. Give no 
further help in marking answers, but see that the pupils go on 
with pages 10, 11, and 12 and that they do not go on to page 
13. The turning of pages by children will have to be watched 
carefully, since some children may stop before the end of the 
test and others may go too far if not assisted. Give the pupils 
any help necessary in finding their place and in turning the 
pages of the test booklet. 
The time limit for this test is 7 minutes. At the end of ex¬ 
actly 7 minutes, say : “Stop. Put your pencils down.” Collect 
the test booklets. 
a-e Samples. Do not score. 
d 
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TEST 4. MATCHING, Page 10 
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TEST 4. MATCHING, Page 11 
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TEST 4. MATCHING, Page 12 
13 
14 
674 467 746 
RON (RUN 
(RUN) 
' NUR UNR 
16 
G V CA 
19 
gamed 
At the end of 7 minutes, say: “Stop. Put your pencils down.” 
Collect the test booklets. 
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TEST 5. NUMBERS, Page 13 
At the beginning of the third sitting pass out booklets opened to 
ge 13 and say: “We are going to play a different kind of game 
iw, but you are not to write anything until you are told to.” 
1. “See the row of apples at the top of the page. (Point to it.) 
raw a cross on the smallest apple.” (pause 15 seconds for each 
an.) 
3. “See the blocks. Mark the circle.” 
4. “Look at the farmer and his chickens. Mark the seventh 
licken from the farmer.” 
5. “See the horses. Mark the fourth horse from the gate.” 
~8iâ: 4* à 2 1 ? 
“See the boxes. 
Look at the first ' 
box with the little 
house in it. Now 
write the number 
4 in the box where 
the little house is.” 
“Look at the next 
box where the 
little tree is. 
(Pause.) Make a 
2 in the box where 
the little tree is.” 
“Look at the box 
where the bird is. 
Make a 9 in that 
box.” 
7 3 © 
“In the next box, 
where the flag is, 
t make a 7.” 
“In the next box, 
where the hat is, 
make a 3.” 
“In the next box, 
where the button 
is, make a 6.” 
L “Now turn to the next page, like this.” (Illustrate.) 
[ IS ] 
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TEST 5. NUMBERS, Page 14 
12. “Look at the row of numbers with the tree in front of it. 
Put a mark on the 3.” 
X 5 7 2 
13. “In the next row, after the ice-cream cone, mark the 6.” 
3 4 8 
14. “In the next row, after the spoon, mark the 9.” 
N, 5 7 X 
15. “In the next row, after the apple, mark the 36.” 
O 56 63 93 
16. “See the stars. Mark 4 of the stars.” 
XX XX—xx—XX- XV XV 
DIRECTION TO SCORER: A mark on any 4 stars (or the 4th star) 
17. “See the buttons. Mark 12 of the buttons.” 
DIRECTION TO SCORER : A mark on .any 12 buttons (or the 12th button) 
18. “Look at the row of watches. Mark the watch which 
says 2 o’clock.” 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” (Illustrate.) 
[ i6 ] 
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TEST 5. NUMBERS, Page 15 
19. “Look at the row of cirples at the top of the page. Mark 
the circle which is one half black.” 
0 0 ® ft 
20. “Look at the row of apples. I had 5 apples and I ate 1. 
Mark the number of apples I had left.” 
e—e—0—0- o 
DIRECTION TO SCORER: A mark on any 4 apples (or the 4th apple 
or the number 4) 
21. “Look at the row of nickèls. I’m going to tell you some- 
:hing about these nickels. Listen carefully. Don’t say a word. 
[ had 3 nickels and Mother gave me 2 more. Mark the num¬ 
ber of nickels I had then.” 
DIRECTION TO SCORER: A mark on any 5 nickels (or the 5th 
nickel or the number 5) 
22. “Look at the row of pencils. I had 4 pencils and Mother 
gave me 4 more. Mark the number of pencils I had then.” 
DIRECTION TO SCORER: A mark on any S pencils (or the 8th 
pencil or the number 8) 
23. “Look at the row of pennies. Mark the number of 
pennies there are in a dime.” 
DIRECTION TO SCORER: A mark on any 10 pennies (or the 10th 
penny or the number 10) 
24. “Look at the ears. If there are 3 children and each one 
has 2 ears, mark the number of ears all the children have to¬ 
gether.” 
DIRECTION TO SCORER : A mark on any 6 ears (or the 0th ear or 
the number 0). 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” (Illustrate and help any 
pupils who have difficulty.) 
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TEST 6. COPYING, Page 16, Col. 1 
At the beginning of this test, say to the 
children: “Do you see the picture at the 
top of the page in this column? (Point to 
Sample a on the test booklet.) Take your 
pencil and draw another one just like it in 
the space beside it.” Demonstrate on the 
blackboard so that all the pupils can see. 
Check to see that the pupils are copying 
in the right space. If the arrangement of 
Test 6 proves to be difficult for a left-handed 
child, lay a blank sheet of paper to the left 
of the figures and permit the child to do his 
copying on it. 
Then say: “You are to copy every picture 
in this column and this column. (Point to 
each column in turn.) I am not going to 
help you any more. You are to do just the 
best you can. Ready. Go.” 
Make a note immediately of the time in 
writing. Do not help the pupils on any 
of the test items, but check to see that they 
are copying’in the right space and the right 
column. 
The time limit for this test is 5 minutes. 
At the end of 5 minutes, say : “Stop. Put 
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TEST 6. COPYING, Page 16, Col. 1 
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TEST 6. COPYING, Page 16, Col. 2 
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At the end of 5 minutes, say: “Stop. Put your pencils 
down.” Collect test booklets. 
i 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TEST: DRAWING A MAN 
This test is recommended as a valuable supplement to 
the other tests. The detail and skill with which a child 
draws a picture of a man (boy, girl, woman) indicates the 
stage he has reached in perception and motor control.1 
If this test is used, it should be done on the title page of the 
test booklet, in the space labeled for that purpose. It 
should be administered in a fourth testing session. Pass 
out the booklets with the title page on top and say to the 
children: “Now make a picture of a man in this space.” 
(Point to it.) Allow the pupils 10 minutes. If any chil¬ 
dren seem to have difficulty in drawing a man, suggest 
boy, girl, woman, or doll. When children finish their 
drawings, see that they do not scribble or draw over the 
pictures already made. Collect the papers as soon as the 
10 minutes is up. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
The pages of this manual containing the test items 
and the directions accompanying them line up with the 
pages of the test booklet and thus may be used as a 
key. In order to score a test, the scorer should place 
beside the page of the test booklet the page which corre¬ 
sponds to it in the key. He may then compare the pupils’ 
responses with those indicated on the pictures in the key. 
This booklet can easily be folded so that only the page 
of the key being used is on top. 
The sample items, which appear in Tests 1, 4, and 6, are 
not scored. The score for each of the subtests 1 through 
6 is Number Right. The total possible scores for each 
subtest are as follows: 
Test 1 19 l est 3 14 l est 5 24 
l est 2 14 Test 4 19 l est (> 10 
Use a colored pencil in scoring. (If the pupils used 
crayons to mark their answers, be sure to use a different 
color for scoring.) Put a dash next to each item for which 
the pupil’s answer is right, a cross next to each wrong 
answer, and a zero next to each item omitted by the pupil. 
In Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5, if the pupil has not indicated 
the correct response with a cross or, in Test 4, with a 
“frame,” but has clearly marked it in some other manner, 
the response should be marked correct. If a pupil marks 
more than one item in any row where only one item is 
called for, he receives no credit for the item even if one 
of the answers marked is the correct one, unless one of 
the marks is obviously a second mark correcting the first. 
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
Test 6. In Test 5, Numbers, in items where there is 
more than one method of indicating the correct answer, a 
note to the scorer has been placed under the pictures. In 
items 6 to 11, where the pupil is asked to write numbers 
in the boxes, a digit should not be considered correct if it 
is reversed. 
Test 6. In Test 6 the scorer may have to use some 
judgment. A number of satisfactory and unsatisfactory 
responses for each item have been indicated on pages 19- 
21 of the key to guide the scorer in judging the correctness 
of the pupils’ responses. Following are some general 
suggestions to keep in mind when scoring this test: 
1. If the pupil’s reproduction of the figures or letters is 
clearly similar to the model, it should be given credit. 
•A treatment of the use of a Draw-a-Man Test in estimating the 
intelligence of children is given in Goodenough, F. L., Measurement of 
Intelligence by Drawings, published by World Book Company. 
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2. Tracing over any design instead of copying it in the 
space provided receives no credit. 
3. If an item is made up of two or more parts, no credit 
is given if one of the parts is omitted. The pupil must 
copy the parts in the same order as in the model. 
4. Filled-in drawings are wrong. 
5. Each item must be in the place provided for it in 
order to receive credit, unless the pupil has consistently 
misplaced the items—-that is, put several consecutive 
ones one space below where they should be. 
6. Reversals should be scored wrong. 
7. Items copied with extra lines which definitely change 
the figure are incorrect. 
Following are suggestions for scoring individual items 
in Test 6: 
1. In items 1, 7, 8, and 9 the letters and numbers must 
be distinct, recognizable as the capital letters and numbers 
called for, and must be completed. If one letter or number 
is out of proportion to the others, the item should not be 
considered incorrect. 
2. In item 2, the figure should resemble a rectangle 
more than a square, the sides should be fairly regular, and 
the angles should be approximately right angles. 
3. Item 3 is not considered correct if the pupil makes 
it resemble a written letter or if he draws the midpoint 
down to the bottom of the figure, as in a printed capital 
letter M. 
4. In item 4, the angles should be approximately right 
angles. If the two parts of the figure are very much out 
of proportion, the item should be considered incorrect. 
5. In item 5, the figure should stand on one of its points, 
the sides should be nearly equal, and the corners should 
be clear. 
6. In item 6, the right angle should be quite definite 
and the sides of the figure should not be extremely 
curved. 
7. In item 10, the figure must consist of three circles 
and a triangle, with each corner of the triangle intersecting 
a circle. The triangle should be nearly equilateral. 
Drawing-a-Man Test. The scoring of the Drawing-a- 
Man Test consists essentially of assigning each drawing to 
an appropriate category, in accordance with criteria out¬ 
lined below. 
CATEGORY 
E — Immature 
D — Below Average 
C — Average 
R — Above Average 
A — Superior 
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Figure not recognizable as a human being 
Parts of body not connected, such as 
eyes, legs, outline of head 
In addition to features given under E, 
most of the following: 
Arms in one dimension only 
Trunk, mouth, nose, and hair 
In addition to characteristics given in 
D and E, most of the following: 
Fingers, ears, and nostrils 
Some proportion among parts 
In addition to characteristics given in E, 
D, and C, most of the following: 
Arms and legs in two dimensions 
Better proportion (length of trunk greater 
than breadth) 
Clothing clearly indicated 
More detail, such as eyebrows and pupils 
In addition to characteristics given in E, 
D, C, and B, most of the following: 
Clothing non-transparent 
Lines firm and meeting at proper points 
Such details as neck, hands, shoulders, 
and correct number of fingers 
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In most typical classes some drawings will be found to 
fall in each of the five categories listed, but in unusually 
good classes there may be no drawings so poor as to fall 
into the lowest or “immature” category. Several sample 
drawings in each category are shown on page 24 as a guide 
in classifying the drawings. Scoring will be simplified if 
the drawings are ranked in order of goodness first and then 
assigned to the appropriate category. Because of the 
subjective element in evaluating the drawings, it is very- 
desirable to have the scoring done independently' by two 
persons and any discrepancies between the different scorers 
reconciled before a final rating is assigned. 
INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS 
The score on each of the separate subtests is the num¬ 
ber of items right. This score should be recorded at the 
bottom of the last page of each test and then transferred 
to the proper place on the title page. Provision has been 
made on the title page for combining the scores for 
Tests 1—4 to give a Reading Readiness score and for com¬ 
bining scores on Tests 1-6 to give a Total Readiness score. 
These total test scores may be translated into Letter Rat¬ 
ings and Percentile Ranks, as described below. The sum 
of the scores on the first four tests also may be translated 
into Letter Ratings to determine the Reading Readiness 
Status, and the score on Test 5 to determine the Number 
Readiness Status. Since Test 5 (Numbers) is related to 
ability to do abstract thinking, it not only serves as an 
inventory of what a child already knows of numbers but 
also as an indication of the mental maturity of the child. 
Ratings and Status groupings are given in Table 1. 
The rating on the Drawing-a-Man Test is obtained 
from the key' on page 23 and may be entered in the place 
provided on the title page. 
TABLE 1 
LETTER RATINGS AND STATUS CORRESPONDING TO SCORE IN 
READING READINESS, NUMBER READINESS, AND TOTAL READINESS 















61-66 21-24 90-100 A Superior 
56-60 16-20 80-89 B High Normal 
47-55 10-15 65-79 C Average 
33-46 5-9 40-64 D Low Normal 
0-32 0-4 0-39 E Poor Risk 
To find the Letter Rating and Readiness Status corre¬ 
sponding to a given score on Tests 1—4, on Test 5, or on 
Tests 1-6, locate the score in the proper column and read 
off the Rating and Status from the next to the last and the 
last columns of the table. For example, a score of 49 in 
Reading Readiness (Tests 1-4) falls in the block of scores 
47-55 and has a Letter Rating of C and a Readiness Status 
of Average. A score of 18 in the Numbers Test falls in 
the 16-20 group and has a Letter Rating of B and a 
Readiness Status of High Normal. 
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The significance of the Letter Ratings and Readiness 
Status grouping used in Table 1 is more fully described 
below : 
SIGNIFICANCE 
Excellent risk for first-grade work. 
Should be given opportunity for 









High Normal A good risk for first-grade work pro¬ 
vided other indications, such as 
health, emotional factors, etc., are 
consistent. 
Average Likely to succeed in first-grade work. 
Careful study should be made of the 
specific strengths and weaknesses of 
pupils in this group and their instruc¬ 
tion planned accordingly. 
Low Normal Likely to have difficulty in first-grade 
work. Should be assigned to slow 
section and given more individual¬ 
ized help. 
Poor Risk Chances of failure high under ordinary 
instructional conditions. Further 
kindergarten work, assignment to 
slow sections, or individualized work 
is essential. 
Table 2 gives the percentile rank corresponding to each 
lOtal test score. The percentile rank corresponding to a 
score indicates the per cent of pupils in the standardization 
group making scores equal to or less than the score in 
question. For example, a score of 80 has a percentile rank 
of 73, which means that this pupil’s readiness status 
exceeds that of 73 per cent of the pupils on whom the 
Metropolitan Tests were standardized. 
The Metropolitan Readiness Tests are designed pri¬ 
marily for use at the very beginning of the first grade, and 
these percentiles apply specifically to the first month of 
the first grade. For all practical purposes, however, these 
percentiles may be used if the tests are administered at the 
end of kindergarten or at any time during the first few 
months of the first grade. 
Neither Letter Ratings nor Percentile Ranks are pro¬ 
vided for any of the separate subtest scores with the excep¬ 
tion of Test 5, Numbers. The reliability of the subtests is 
such that a study of Reading Readiness, Number Readi¬ 
ness, and Total Readiness is a more accurate type of inter¬ 
pretation than a breakdown by separate subtests would 
be. It is not recommended that an attempt be made to 
interpret each subtest score for an individual. 
Relation of scores to age. Since the Readiness tests 
are measures of maturity of certain functions, it is reason¬ 
able to expect that the scores will be to some extent related 
to age. On the basis of available data it is estimated that 
there is a difference of about 10 points in total score 
between the ages of 51- and 6£. In spite of this difference, 
it was not considered desirable to furnish age norms for 
the Readiness tests, both because of the restricted range 
of ages of the pupils who will be taking these tests and 
because such norms would complicate the interpretation of 
scores without adding appreciably to their meaningfulness. 
Practically, the teacher should realize that a low readiness 
score is indicative of a slower rate of maturation for an 
older pupil than it is for a younger pupil, other things being 
equal; but as far as the score indicates readiness for first- 
grade work, the significance is the same in either case. 
Interpretation of the Drawing-a-Man Test. It is 
possible to classify beginning-school-children’s drawings 
in several broad categories corresponding to sequential 
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TABLE 2 
PERCENTILE RANKS CORRESPONDING TO TOTAL SCORES 
{Tests 1-6) 









0-26 1 62 31 
27 2 63 33 
28 2 64 35 
29 2 65 37 
30 2 66 39 
31 3 67 41 
32 3 68 43 
33 3 69 45 
34 3 70 48 
35 4 71 51 
36 4 72 53 
37 4 73 55 
38 5 74 58 
39 5 75 61 
40 6 76 63 
41 6 77 66 
42 7 78 68 
43 7 79 70 
44 8 80 73 
45 9 81 76 
46 10 82 79 
47 11 83 81 
48 11 84 84 
49 12 85 86 
50 13 86 88 
51 14 87 90 
52 15 88 92 
53 17 89 93 
54 18 90 95 
55 19 91 96 
56 20 92 97 
57 22 93 98 
58 23 94 99 
59 25 95 99 
60 27 96 99 
61 29 97 99 + 
98 99+ 
stages in mental development. Therefore, the use of the 
Drawing-a-Man Test as a supplement to the regular 
Readiness tests is primarily for the purpose of obtaining a 
rating of mental maturity. The norms on the test — i.e., 
the letter categories — are based on a sampling of drawings 
made by children who had no special preparation for the 
test. Any special coaching or teaching in figure drawing 
just previous to the test will therefore invalidate the 
results. 
In addition to their use as indices of developmental 
stages, the drawings sometimes prove indicative of artistic 
abilities, motor skill, and manual dexterity which con¬ 
tribute to success in handwork, writing, and drawing. 
Whenever they draw, children tend to be self-revealing. 
Drawing for a child is more a vehicle for expressing ideas 
than a technique for artistic production. Children’s 
drawings frequently reveal their fantasies, their deep- 
seated feelings and wishes. Children who make peculiar 
or distorted figures when drawing a picture of a man, 
those who scribble over their drawings or act ashamed of 
what they have drawn, should be watched for symptoms 
of disturbed behavior or emotional problems. Our knowl¬ 
edge of these subtler implications of children’s drawings 
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is as yet so limited, however, that any such interpretations 
are best left to the expert in this field. 
Class Record. The Class Record provides a convenient 
form on which the scores of all the pupils in a class may be 
summarized. After the tests of a class have been scored, 
the test papers may be arranged in alphabetical order, in 
order of total score, or in any other convenient order. 
Then, after the blanks at the top have been filled in, the 
name and age of each pupil are entered on a line of the Class 
Record. Space is provided for entering scores on each 
subtest and total test, as well as for the Letter Ratings 
corresponding to Reading Readiness, Number Readiness, 
and Total Readiness, and for Percentile Rank for total test 
score. If Readiness Status and Percentile Rank have been 
entered on the title page of the test booklet, it is not 
necessary to record the scores on the separate tests on the 
Class Record unless this is desired for some reason. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THE TEST RESULTS 
Some of the more outstanding purposes which the 
Metropolitan Readiness Tests will serve are listed below: 
1. To determine the readiness of a pupil to do first- 
grade work, especially with reference to the learn¬ 
ing of reading and arithmetic. 
2. To provide an objective and reliable basis for 
grouping first-grade pupils for instructional 
purposes. 
3. To suggest which pupils might benefit by being 
retained in kindergarten. 
4. To determine pupil strength and weakness in areas 
of reading and arithmetic readiness. 
5. To evaluate class and school readiness in reading 
and arithmetic. 
6. To adapt instruction to the level of the group and 
each individual. 
7. To analyze kindergarten instruction. 
8. To indicate when formal work in reading and 
numbers should be started. 
9. To determine if pupils have achieved what is to be 
expected in light of their readiness by comparing 
readiness test results with achievement test results 
or teachers’ grades at the end of the year. 
10. To determine the distribution of readiness in a nass, 
grade, or school. 
11. To indicate the general mental maturity of a cnild 
(Test 5 — Numbers). 
If pupils make either extremely high or low scores, the 
teacher should make every effort to determine more fully 
the reasons for the child’s success or failure. In doubtful 
cases it is well to repeat the test, using the second form, or, 
in case the teacher feels the child has not done justice to 
himself, to give an individual examination. The chief 
purpose the tests serve is to provide data to teachers and 
school administrators for their guidance in adapting the 
curriculum satisfactorily to individual differences. In 
general, the authors recommend that children of low readi¬ 
ness status not be excluded from the first grade and put 
with younger children in kindergarten, but that there be 
provided for such pupils in the first grade a background 
for learning that will insure successful adjustment and 
later achievement. The bibliography at the end of this 
manual includes several references on ways in which first- 
grade classes may be organized for this purpose. 
Children who are over six years of age and have a total 
score below 40 will almost always prove to be in need of 
special class training. Such children should not even 
attempt formal reading and arithmetic until there is 
considerable evidence of more maturity. 
Children who are six years of age and have a total score 
of less than 65 points should have a modified first-grade 
curriculum. A score of 46 or below in Reading Readiness 
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indicates that little reading should be undertaken early in 
the year, while a score of 10 or below in Numbers indicates 
that only informal and incidental number work should be 
done until a much richer experimental background has 
been provided. 
Exceptions to these rules are bright foreign children, 
who score low because of vocabulary difficulties, and 
children who did not respond adequately on the test but 
for whom other information is available that indicates 
considerable maturity. Foreign children should be re¬ 
examined with non-verbal material or be given the benefit 
of the doubt until they have had sufficient chance to learn 
English. 
So many factors affect success in first-grade work that 
even though the test correlates fairly well with success in 
first-grade work the teacher should regard the information 
derived from the test as tentative, particularly if there is 
evidence that the test result varies markedly from other 
evidence concerning the child’s maturity. Classification 
on the basis of the tests should be tentative until the 
teacher has had sufficient opportunity to verify the test 
findings by means of her own evaluation of the child’s 
abilities. She should give considerable attention to this 
matter during the first month of school. 
During their first year of school, immature children 
should be provided with a program of activities that 
includes language activities, working with tools, playing 
games, and constructing things. Their fund of informa¬ 
tion should be increased and their facility with language 
much improved before they attempt formal reading 
lessons. Handwriting with paper and pencil should be 
deferred until more motor control is evident and perceptual 
abilities have matured. Drawing, painting, and building 
activities will contribute to this maturity. In some 
schools transition groups with a curriculum midway be¬ 
tween kindergarten and regular first grade have been 
organized for six-year-old children who are immature. 
Experience shows that the too early or extensive instruc¬ 
tion of immature children will result only in mechanical 
learning that fails to function when put to the test. 
Wrong learning may result that will have to be corrected 
later. Experience demonstrates that repetition or oppor¬ 
tunity for formal learning will not produce satisfactory 
learning in the more immature child until his mental 
development indicates readiness for learning. Teaching 
from then on will be effective, though the child will not 
ordinarily be expected to “catch up” with the child who 
is more mature at the start. 
For the teacher or school administrator who wishes to 
. read further on the subject of readiness tests, readiness for 
learning, and informal first-grade programs, the references 
on page 31 are provided. 
RELIABILITY 
Reliability data for the Metropolitan Readiness Tests 
are given in Table 3. Data are given for each subtest, 
for total score, and for the sum of Tests 1-4, which is used 
as the Reading Readiness score. The correlations shown 
are the median values of six determinations, based on 
groups from 90 to 273 (average N = 195) beginning-first- 
1 grade pupils.1 The coefficients are between scores on 
alternate forms, administered a few days apart. Table 3 
also gives means, standard deviations, and standard errors 
based on the same group. 
1 From Lebanon County, Pennsylvania; Ossining, New York; 
Kearny, New Jersey; and Kittery-York, Maine. 
t 
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TABLE 3. RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS AND RELATED DATA, 












Word Meaning .583 15.61 2.51 15.92 2.26 1.62 
Sentences .535 10.52 2.39 10.86 2.27 1.63 
Information .586 12.02 2.06 12.39 1.89 1.33 
Matching .773 13.19 4.23 14.19 3.75 2.02 
Numbers .830 13.50 4.78 14.38 4.85 1.92 
Copying .762 5.26 2.76 5.31 2.75 1.35 
lests 1-4 .828 51.07 8.83 53.20 8.13 3.66 
Pests 1-6 .890 69.71 13.92 72.96 13.12 4.62 
VALIDITY 
The validity of the Metropolitan Readiness Tests — 
the extent to which the tests actually measure readiness 
for the first grade — may be judged in terms of the con¬ 
tent of the test and of the correlation of Readiness scores 
with first-grade achievement. 
Content of the tests. The content of both the new forms 
and the older forms of the tests was prepared after a care¬ 
ful study of the traits and achievements of school beginners 
which contribute to their readiness for first-grade instruc¬ 
tion. Widespread use of the earlier forms has demon¬ 
strated that these types of material are predictive of 
first-grade success. 
Correlation with achievement. Table 4 shows the cor¬ 
relations between the Metropolitan Readiness Tests given 
in September, 1948, with the (average) Reading score and 
the Numbers score of the Primary I Battery of the Met¬ 
ropolitan Achievement Tests, given in February, 1949. 
TABLE 4. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN METROPOLITAN READINESS 





AVERAGE READING NUMBERS 
Test 1. Word Meaning .409 .441 
Test 2. Sentences .418 .424 
Test 3. Information .341 .400 
Test 4. Matching .486 .541 
Test 5. Numbers .520 .634 
Test 6. Copying .341 .403 
Tests 1^4. Reading Readiness .475 .530 
Tests 1-G. Total Readiness .534 .616 
* Data from Lebanon County, Pennsylvania (Number of cases, 487) 
The correlations shown in Table 4 are of such magnitude 
as to indicate the value of using the Metropolitan Readi¬ 
ness Tests as an aid in predicting school success at the 
first-grade level. In these groups, of 44 pupils rated 
“Superior” in the Readiness Tests, all were above the 
national norm of 1.5 in average Reading, and all but one 
above this norm in Numbers. Of 90 rated “High Nor¬ 
mal,” all but 5 were above the norm in average Reading 
and all but 8 above in Numbers. Of 46 pupils rated 
“Poor Risk,” 22 were below the national norm in average 
Reading and 39 were below in Numbers. 
Additional investigation of the validity of the Metro¬ 
politan Readiness Tests is under way and will be reported 
at an early date. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND STANDARDIZATION 
Selection of content. The new forms of the Metro¬ 
politan Readiness Tests comprise the same subtests as 
those in the original edition, except that the Similarities 
Test of the early forms, which called for marking dissimilar 
pairs of items, has been replaced by the Matching Test, in 
which the one of four objects similar to a given object is 
selected. As many items from the earner form as could be 
suitably revised were used. Additional items were pre¬ 
pared until enough were available for three experimental 
forms of approximately the same length as the original 
form. • The size of the test booklet was increased to 
8£" by 11" in order to make the picture material clearer and 
the working space greater for little children. Particular 
attention was given to the drawings, since they are so 
important a part of the test. The new forms contain all 
new drawings. 
Item analysis. The three experimental forms of the 
test, including both old and new items, were administered 
to more than 2600 children in beginning first grade.1 
Difficulty and validity values were obtained for each item. 
These values were used to eliminate non-functioning items, 
to prepare two final forms carefully balanced for difficulty, 
and to arrange items within each subtest in each form in 
the general order of difficulty. 
Equating of forms. In spite of the fact that the items 
in the two forms were paired for difficulty in terms of the 
per cent passing each item as a result of the item analysis, 
an additional independent check on the equality of forms 
was made, in which about 1500 children in beginning first 
grade 2 were given both forms of the test. Half of the 
classes tested took Form R first, while the other half took 
Form S first. Analysis of the data from this experiment 
showed the two forms to be completely comparable 
throughout the range of scores in each subtest. Tfie data 
obtained from this experiment also were used to determine 
the inter-form reliability. 
National standardization. The norms for the Metro¬ 
politan Readiness Tests were established by means of a 
national standardization program in which fifty-six com¬ 
munities from twenty-six states took part. The tests 
were administered to beginning-first-grade pupils during 
the first month after the opening of school in the fall of 
1948. The final norms are based on 15,081 children from 
white public schools. The communities upon which the 
norms are based include large cities, small cities, towns, 
villages, and rural areas. A list of the cooperating com¬ 
munities will be furnished upon request to the publisher. 
1 From Richmond, Virginia; Paterson, New Jersey; and Baltimore, 
Maryland. 
2 From Lebanon County, Pennsylvania; Kearny, New Jersey; 
Kittery-York, Maine; and Ossining, New York. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
AND KEY FOR SCORING 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE TEST 
The progress young children make when they enter 
school in the primary grades depends to a large extent upon 
their readiness for learning and upon the provisions the 
school makes for variations in readiness. Among the chief 
factors that contribute to readiness for beginning school- 
work are linguistic attainments and aptitudes, visual and 
auditory perception, muscular coordination and motor 
skills, number knowledge, and the ability to follow 
directions and to pay attention in group work. How far 
advanced the school beginner will be in these skills depends 
upon many factors, such as his intelligence, his home back¬ 
ground, his health and physical condition, his degree of 
emotional maturity, and his social adjustment and general 
background of experience. Lack of readiness in any of 
the above traits may account for a pupil’s failure to learn 
in the first grade. 
The Metropolitan Readiness Tests were devised to meas¬ 
ure the traits and achievements of school beginners that 
contribute to their readiness for first-grade instruction. 
Designed for testing pupils at the end of the kindergarten 
year or the beginning of the first grade, these tests are 
contained in a sixteen-page booklet comprising six separate 
tests: Word Meaning, Sentences, Information, Matching, 
Numbers, and Copying. Each test consists of pictures 
which the pupil is to mark or copy according to instruc¬ 
tions given to him orally by the examiner. 
The Metropolitan Readiness Tests are available in two 
forms, R and S. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBTESTS 
Test 1. Word Meaning. This is a test of understanding 
or comprehension of language — not a test of the pupil’s 
language usage. In each row, the pupil is to select from 
four pictures the one that illustrates the word the examiner 
names. 
Test 2. Sentences. Test 2 is similar in organization to 
Test 1. However, the pupil is required to comprehend 
phrases and sentences instead of individual words. The 
extra conversation, which is not always necessary for the 
location of the right picture by the pupils, is added to make 
the test one of more sustained attention, comparable to 
the attention span required in listening to stories and un¬ 
derstanding directions in the beginning work in reading. 
Test 3. Information. Test 3 is related to vocabulary. 
The pupil is required to select from a row of four pictures 
the one that best suits the examiner’s description. 
Test 4- Matching. Test 4 is a test of visual perception 
involving the recognition of similarities, a capacity required 
in learning to read. Each item contains four different pic¬ 
tures of animals, objects, figures, letters, or words. In the 
center of the row is a framed picture just like one of the 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 
and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1948, 1950, by World Book Company. All rights reserved 
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four. The pupil is to draw a frame around the picture 
that matches the one in the center. 
Test 5. Numbers. This test measures number knowl¬ 
edge. It measures achievement in number vocabulary, 
counting, ordinal numbers, recognition of written numbers, 
writing numbers, interpreting number symbols, the mean¬ 
ing of number terms, the meaning of fractional parts, rec¬ 
ognition of forms, telling time, and the use of numbers in 
simple problems. By using the picture form of material 
and certain checking devices, the varied aspects of num¬ 
ber knowledge can be explored very satisfactorily. 
Test 6. Copying. Test 6 measures a combination of 
visual perception and motor control such as that required 
in learning to write. This type of test has proved to be 
diagnostic of mental maturity as well as physical develop¬ 
ment in young children. _ The tendency toward spatial 
reversal in drawing or writing which is shown by young 
children is disclosed in the copying type of item. This 
tendency is found to be correlated with immaturity in per¬ 
ceptual abilities and may be symptomatic of motor con¬ 
fusion. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
1. The examiner should be thoroughly acquainted with 
the directions and the tests before administering them. 
He should examine a copy of the test, checking over each 
item in much the same manner as the pupils are expected 
to respond and marking any items that need special atten¬ 
tion. Different examiners working with pupils in the 
same school should agree on procedures and conform to 
them in giving the tests. 
2. Testing of groups larger than fifteen pupils is not 
recommended. Even smaller groups are desirable if pupils 
are known to be immature or retarded. When testing in 
small groups it is easier to control the children’s behavior, 
prevent copying, and observe individual responses. Assign 
the pupils to groups and keep them in these same groups 
for all sessions of the test. A pupil who shows inability 
to respond in the group should be tested later individually, 
but exactly the same instructions should be followed as 
for group testing. 
3. Accurate administering requires implicit following of 
instructions. The precise wording of directions has been 
worked out with great care and any marked deviation may 
invalidate the results. All directions should be given 
slowly and distinctly in a clear, natural, pleasant voice. 
In giving the tests, the examiner should stand so that all Eupils can see him and so that he can see each pupil as 
e works. In demonstrating, the examiner should hold 
the test booklet on a level with the children’s eyes when 
they are seated. 
4. Pupils should be seated in such a way that copying 
is not possible. 
5. The practice exercises at the beginning of Tests 1, 
4, and 6 are to be used as an aid in showing the pupils 
what they will be expected to do on the test. As much 
time as necessary should be spent on these items to make 
clear to the pupils the method of indicating responses to 
test items. Assistance should not be given individual 
pupils after the regular part of any test has begun, but 
during each test the examiner should check constantly to 
make sure that the pupils are working in the right row 
and that they are responding as directed. Sample items 
are not provided for Tests 2, 3, and 5, since these are 
similar in organization to Test 1. 
Use the blackboard freely to show the way pupils are to 
mark pictures. Very immature pupils should be given 
some experience in using pencils or crayons with paper 
before the tests are to be given. 
6. Colored pencils or crayons are more satisfactory 
than ordinary pencils, from the standpoint of both the 
pupil’s interest and ease of scoring. The pupil may raise 
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his hand if his pencil or crayon breaks. An extra supply 
of sharpened pencils or crayons should be on hand in case 
of need. 
7. Examiners who prefer to use markers may supply 
pupils with sheets of paper or light cardboard to guide 
them in keeping on the right row of the test. Where 
directions read “Put your finger on the next row,” sub¬ 
stitute “Slide your marker down to the next row.” 
8. Requests to leave the room, and such emergencies 
as are presented by pupils who are hard of hearing or who 
have temporary vision troubles and the like, should be 
taken care of at the discretion of the examiner, who is in 
the best position to judge the proper handling of each case. 
9. The pupils should be warned that during the test 
periods no one but the examiner should do any talking. 
No questions are to be answered during the course of the 
test. 
10. The tests should be given in three sessions, as fol¬ 
lows: I, Tests 1 and 2; II, Tests 3 and 4; III, Tests 5 
and 6. A relaxation period should be provided between 
tests within a sitting. 
11. Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5 are timed item by item. In 
Tests 4 and 6 the pupils work at their own rate following 
the demonstration, but a liberal time allowance has been 
provided for all but the slowest pupils to finish the test. 
The total working time for the entire examination is ap¬ 
proximately 60 minutes. Time limits should be adhered 
to strictly if the results are to be evaluated in terms of the 
established norms. If a pupil does not have time to finish 
Test 4 or Test 6 and the examiner wishes to observe his 
responses on the items not completed, he may retest that 
pupil at another time, stimulating him item by item. 
Tests which have separate directions for each item 
should be continued until all the items are tried even 
though the examiner thinks the pupils will not be familiar 
with the items. If the more difficult items are omitted 
or if the pupils are not allowed the full time, the discrimi¬ 
native value of the test may be lost and capable children 
will not have shown all they are able to do. 
12. Blanks for the pupils’ names and the other data 
may be filled in before the test booklets are distributed, 
or the booklets may be distributed with only the pupils’ 
names on them and the other data filled in after the test is 
completed and the booklets have been collected. At the re¬ 
sumption of each new test session, make sure that each pupil 
receives his own test booklet opened to the correct page. 
13. The directions to be read to the pupils are printed in 
bold type; the instructions to the teacher, in lighter type. 
Read the directions exactly as they are printed. 
DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
Before the booklets are distributed, say to the pupils: 
“Children, we are going to play some games today with 
pictures in these books I have for you. (Hold up a book¬ 
let.) I am going to give each of you one of these books and 
a pencil (or crayon) to mark with. You must listen very 
carefully while I tell you what to do. Raise your hand if 
your pencil (or crayon) breaks and I will give you another.” 
Distribute the booklets first and then the crayons. As 
you give each pupil his booklet, open it to the first page. 
Fold the page back so that only the first page of the test 
is showing. Whenever booklets are passed back to pupils 
be sure that they are opened to the proper page. 
The specific directions for each test are found on the 
following pages. Give the instructions slowly and clearly. 
Give help with the sample items only, but repeat these 
items as often as necessary. As pupils reach the unfa¬ 
miliar terms or items upon which they hesitate, encourage 
them to keep trying, but give no additional help in find¬ 
ing the correct answer. 
Now proceed with the specific directions for Test 1 
which starts on the next page. 
r 11 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING, Page 2 
a. “Look at the first row of pictures, here. (Point to it on a 
test booklet.) I’m going to tell you to mark one of the pictures 
in this row by drawing a cross on it. Look at each picture as I 
name it. (Name all the pictures in the row.) Now mark the baby. 
(Pause.) Did you find it? (Check to be sure that each pupil has 
found the picture.) You should have drawn a cross on the picture 
of the baby.” (Illustrate on the blackboard or on the test page.) 
b. “Put your finger on the next row. Mark the house.” 
(Check to be sure that each pupil has found the house and has 
1. “Put your finger on the next row. Mark the calendar.” 
(Pause 15 seconds. After each item say: “Put your finger on the 
next row.” Pause 15 seconds after each item.) 
3. “Mark the envelope.” 
5. “Mark the snail.” 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
any pupils who have difficulty.) 
I 4 1 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING, Page 3 
6. “Mark the necklace.” 
7. "Mark the roof.” 
11. “Mark the dragon.” 
, “Now turn to the next page, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
any pupils who have difficulty.)^ 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING, Page 4 
13. “Mark the watermelon.” 
15. “Mark the eagle.” 
17. “Mark the wigwam.” 
18. “Mark the trapeze.” 
19. “Mark the sparrow,” 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” (Illustrate and help < 
any pupils who have difficulty.) 
 t £. i  
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TEST 2. SENTENCES, Page 5 
The directions for this test are similar to those for Test 1. There 
are no samples. Say to the pupils: “Put yonr finger on the first 
row of pictures. (Point to them.) I am going to say something 
about one of these pictures. See if you can find the right picture 
and draw a cross on it. Ready, listen.” 
1. “When Mother sets the table, she puts a knife, fork, spoon, 
and glass at each place.” (Pause 15 seconds for each item.) 
2. “Put your finger on the next row. Mark the picture that 
[ tell you about. The children mailed their letters in the mail* 
box on the corner.” (After each item say: “Put your finger on 
the next row. Mark the picture that I tell you about.”) 
* 4. “The man is sitting by the lamp reading his newspaper.” 
5. “The farmer has some pigs. They are running through 
the gate to get their food.” 
7. “See the little black kittens. Jane is feeding them a 
saucer of milk.” 
» “Now turn to the next page, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
any pupils who have difficulty.) 
r _ l 
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TEST 2. SENTENCES, Page 6 
8. “When the sheep were turned loose in the meadow, the 
shepherd boy went along with his collie to watch them.” 
10. “The teacher showed the children where to find North 
America on the map.” 
11. “Aunt Mary took Billy and Jane downtown. There they 
saw an organ grinder with a monkey dressed up in a little 
jacket and a funny cap.” 
For the last three items, use the instruction “Mark the pic¬ 
ture that finishes what I am going to tell you about.” 
12. “For her birthday Betty had a cake lighted with six 
13. “The clerk at the store tied up Mother’s package with 
some " 
14. “When Mother could not go to the grocery store on 
account of the storm, she gave the clerk her order over the 
>1 
When the test is finished, say: “Stop. Put your pencils 
down.” Collect the test booklets. 
1 8 1 
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TEST 3. INFORMATION, Page 7 
At the beginning of the second session pass out booklets opened to 
page 7 and say: “We are going to play some more games in 
the picture books, but you are not to write anything until you 
are told to do so. Listen carefully and do the best you can.” 
1. “Put your finger on the first row of pictures. Mark the 
thing to use for pressing clothes.” (Pause 15 seconds for each item.) 
2. “Put your finger on the next row of pictures. Mark the 
one that helps people see better.” (After each item say: “Put 
your finger on the next row of pictures.”) 
6. “Mark the one the carpenter uses to cut boards in two.” 
* 
7. “Mark the one to put on a horse when you are going to 
ride horseback.” 
“Now turn to the next page, like this.” (Illustrate and help 
#.ny pupils who have difficulty.! 
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TEST 3. INFORMATION, Page 8 
8. "Mark the thing you put a letter in to mail it." 
9. "Mark the thing meat comes from." 
10. "Mark the one with which to talk to people who are far 
away." 
11. “Mark the one you use for steering an automobile 
around a curve." 
12. "Mark the one you use when you play a game outdoors 
with a ball." 
13. "Mark the one that grows on a tree.” 
14. “Mark the place where hay is stored for the winter.” 
"Now turn your book over, like this." (Illustrate and help any 
pupils who have difficulty.) 
[ IO ] 
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TEST 4. MATCHING, Page 9 
Say to the children: “Put your finger on the row of pictures 
it the top of the page. Look at the picture in the middle with a 
Frame drawn around it. (Point to it.) Find another picture 
just like it and draw a frame around it. (Illustrate by drawing 
an oval frame or a circle on the blackboard and then pause.) 
you should have drawn a'frame around the next to the last 
picture in the row.” See that all pupils have chosen the right 
picture, as indicated on Sample a below. Help the pupils in a 
similar manner with the other samples on page 9, making sure 
that all have marked the right pictures, as indicated below. 
After the sample items have been completed, say: “Turn to the 
next page, like this. (Illustrate.) You are going to draw 
frames around more pictures, just as we have been doing, but 
I am not going to help you any more. Remember to draw a 
frame around the picture that is just like the one in the middle. 
You have three pages of pictures to do. (Point out the pictures 
en all three pages.) Ready. Go.” 
Make a note immediately of the time in writing. Give no 
further help in marking, answers, but see that the pupils go on 
with pages 10, 11, and 12 and that they do not go on to page 
13. The turning of pages by children will have to be watched 
carefully, since some children may stop before the end of the 
test and others may go too far if not assisted. Give the pupils 
any help necessary in finding their place and in turning the 
pages of the test booklet. 
The time limit for this test is 7 minutes. At the end of ex¬ 
actly 7 minutes, say : “Stop. Put your pencils down.” Collect 
the test booklets. 
► 
a-e Samples. Do not score. 
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TEST 4. MATCHING, Page 11 
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TEST 4. MATCHING, Page 12 
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At the end of 7 minutes, say: “Stop. Put your pencils down.” 
Collect the test booklets. 
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TEST 5. NUMBERS, Page 13 
At the beginning of the third sitting pass out booklets opened to 
'page 13 and say: “We are going to play a different kind of game 
now, but you are not to write anything until you are told to.” 
1. “See the row of trees at the top of the page. (Point to it.) 
Draw a cross on the tallest tree.” (Pause 15 seconds for each 
item 
3. “See the row of books. Mark the widest book.” 
4. “Look at the farmer and his chickens. Mark the sixth 
chicken from the farmer.” 
5. “See the horses. Mark the third horse from the gate.” 
-fib G â G5 5 
“See the boxes. 
Look at the first 
box with the little 
house in it. Now 
write the number 
6 in the box where 
the little house is.” 
“Look at the next 
box where the 
little tree is. 
(Pause.) Make a 
3 in the box where 
the little tree is.” 
“Look at the box 
where the bird is. 
Make a 5 in that 
box.” 
M1A 4 9 © 2 
“In the next box, 
where the flag is, 
make a 4.” 
“In the next box, 
where the hat is, 
make a 9.” 
“In the next box, 
where the button 
is, make a 2.” 
“Now turn to the nçxt page, like this.” (Illustrate.) 
[ i5 1 
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TEST 5. NUMBERS, Page 14 
12. “Look at the row of numbers with the tree in front of it. 
Put a mark on the 6.” 
13. “In the next row, after the ice-cream cone, mark the 3.” 
? 2 X 4 9 
14. “In the next row, after the spoon, mark the 8.” 
\ 6 7 5 | 
15. “In the next row, after the apple, mark the 46.” 
16. “See the buttons. Mark 4 of the buttons.” 
DIRECTION TO SCORER : A mark on any 4 buttons (or the 4th button 
17. “See the stars. Mark 12 of the stars.” 
STT—W—W VV—W "W 
DIRECTION TO SCORER : A mark on any 12 stars (or the 12th star) 
18. “Look at the row of watches. Mark the watch which 
says 4 o’clock.” 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” (Illustrate.) 
[ i6 ] 
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TEST 5. NUMBERS, Page 15 
19. “Look at the row of circles at the top of the page. Mark 
the circle which is one half black.” 
20. “Look at the row of apples. I had 6 apples and I ate 1. 
Mark the number of apples I had left.” 
DIRECTION TO SCORER: A mark on any 5 apples (or the 5th apple 
or the number 5) 
1 21. “Look at the row of pennies. I’m going to tell you some¬ 
thing about these pennies. Listen carefully. Don’t say a word. 
I had 5 pennies and Mother gave me 1 more. Mark the num¬ 
ber of pennies I had then.” 
, DIRECTION TO SCORER: A mark on any 6 pennies (or the 6th 
penny or the number 6) 
22. “Look at the row of pencils. I had 3 pencils and Mother 
gave me 3 more. Mark the number of pencils I had then.” 
DIRECTION TO SCORER: A mark on any 6 pencils (or the 6th 
pencil or the number 6) 
t  
23. “Look at the row of nickels. Mark the number of nickels 
there are in a dime.” 
* DIRECTION TO SCORER : A mark on any 2 nickels (or the 2nd 
nickel or the number 2) 
24. “Look at the hands. If there are 3 children and each one 
'has 2 hands, mark the number of hands all the children have 
together.” 
* y ^ 4jl y 
DIRECTION TO SCORER : A mark on any 6 hands (or the 6th hand 
#or the number 6) 
“Now turn your book over, like this.” (Illustrate and help any 
fiupils who have difficulty.) 
m 
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TEST 6. COPYING, Page 16, Col. 1 
At the beginning of this test, say to the 
children : “Do you see the picture at the 
top of the page in this column? (Point to 
Sample a on the test booklet.) Take your 
pencil and draw another one just like it in 
the space beside it.” Demonstrate on the 
blackboard so that all the pupils can see. 
Check to see that the pupils are copying 
in the right space. If the arrangement of 
Test 6 proves to be difficult for a left-handed 
child, lay a blank sheet of paper to the left 
of the figures and permit the child to do his 
copying on it. 
Then say: “You are to copy every picture 
in this column and this column. (Point to 
each column in turn.) I am not going to 
help you any more. You are to do just the 
best you can. Ready. Go.” 
Make a note immediately of the time in 
writing. Do not help the pupils on any 
of the test items, but check to see that they 
are copying in the right space and the right 
column. 
The time limit for this test is 5 minutes. 
At the end of 5 minutes, say : “Stop. Put 
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At the end of 5 minutes, say: 
wn.” Collect test booklets. 
‘Stop. Put your pencils 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TEST: DRAWING A MAN 
This test is recommended as a valuable supplement to 
the other tests. The detail and skill with which a child 
draws a picture of a man (boy, girl, woman) indicates the 
stage he has reached in perception and motor control.1 
If this test is used, it should be done on the title page of the 
test booklet, in the space labeled for that purpose. It 
should be administered in a fourth testing session. Pass 
out the booklets with the title page on top and say to the 
children: “Now make a picture of a man in this space.” 
(Point to it.) Allow the pupils 10 minutes. If any chil¬ 
dren seem to have difficulty in drawing a man, suggest 
boy, girl, woman, or doll. When children finish their 
drawings, see that they do not scribble or draw over the 
pictures already made. Collect the papers as soon as the 
10 minutes is up. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
The pages of this manual containing the test items 
and the directions accompanying them line up with the 
pages of the te9t booklet and thus may be used as a 
key. In order to score a test, the scorer should place 
beside the page of the test booklet the page which corre¬ 
sponds to it in the key. He may then compare the pupils’ 
responses with those indicated on the pictures in the key. 
This booklet can easily be folded so that only the page 
of the key being used is on top. 
The sample items, which appear in Tests 1, 4, and 6, are 
not scored. The score for each of the subtests 1 through 
6 is Number Right. The total possible scores for each 
subtest are as follows: 
Test 1 19 Test 3 14 Test 5 24 
Test 2 14 Test 4 19 Test 6 10 
Use a colored pencil in scoring. (If the pupils used 
crayons to mark their answers, be sure to use a different 
color for scoring.) Put a dash next to each item for which 
the pupil’s answer is right, a cross next to each wrong 
answer, and a zero next to each item omitted by the pupil 
In Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5, if the pupil has not indicated 
the correct response with a cross or, in Test 4, with a 
“frame,” but has clearly marked it in some other manner, 
the response should be marked correct. If a pupil marks 
more than one item in any row where only one item is 
called for, he receives no credit for the item even if one 
of the answers marked is the correct one, unless one of 
the marks is obviously a second mark correcting the first. 
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
Test 5. In Test 5, Numbers, in items where there is 
more than one method of indicating the correct answer, a 
note to the scorer has been placed under the pictures. In 
items 6 to 11, where the pupil is asked to write numbers 
in the boxes, a digit should not be considered correct if it 
is reversed. 
Test 6. In Test 6 the scorer may have to use some 
judgment. A number of satisfactory and unsatisfactory 
responses for each item have been indicated on pages 19- 
21 of the key to guide the scorer in judging the correctness 
of the pupils’ responses. Following are some general 
suggestions to keep in mind when scoring this test: 
1. If the pupil’s reproduction of the figures or letters is 
clearly similar to the model, it should be given credit. 
lA treatment of the use of a Draw-a-Man Test in estimating the 
intelligence of children is given in Goodenough, F. L., Measurement uj 
Intelligence by Drawings, published bv World Book Company. 
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2. Tracing over any design instead of copying it in the 
space provided receives no credit. 
3. If an item is made up of two or more parts, no credit 
is given if one of the parts is omitted. The pupil must 
copy the parts in the same order as in the model. 
4. Filled-in drawings are wrong. 
5. Each item must be in the place provided for it in 
order to receive credit, unless the pupil has consistently 
misplaced the items — that is, put several consecutive 
ones one space below where they should be. 
6. Reversals should be scored wrong. 
7. Items copied with extra lines which definitely change 
the figure are incorrect. 
Following are suggestions for scoring individual items 
in Test 6: 
1. In items 1, 7, 8, and 9 the letters and numbers must 
be distinct, recognizable as the capital letters and numbers 
called for, and must be completed. If one letter or number 
is out of proportion to the others, the item should not be 
considered incorrect. 
2. In item 2, the figure should be a definite rectangle in 
a vertical position. The sides should be fairly regular and 
the angles should be approximately right angles. 
3. In item 3, the angles should be approximately right 
angles. If the two parts of the figure are very much out 
of proportion, the item should be considered incorrect. 
4. Item 4 should not be considered correct if the pupil 
makes it resemble a written letter or if he draws the mid- 
[>oint up to the top of the figure, as in a printed capital 
etter JV. 
5. In item 5, the figure should be in a vertical position, 
the sides should be nearly equal, and the obtuse corners 
should be clear. 
6. n item 6, the right angle should be definite and the 
sides of the figure should not be extremely curved. 
7. n item 10, the central part of the figure must consist 
of a rectangle in a horizontal position, with two lines 
crossing in the center. The two sides of the triangles 
at the top and bottom of the figure should be nearly 
equal. 
Drawing-a-Man Test. The scoring of the Drawing-a- 
Man Test consists essentially of assigning each drawing to 
an appropriate category, in accordance with criteria out¬ 
lined below. 
CATEGORY ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
E — Immature Figure not recognizable as a human being 
Parts of body not connected, such as 
eyes, legs, outline of head 
D — Below Average In addition to features given under E, 
most of the following: 
Arms in one dimension only 
Trunk, mouth, nose, and hair 
C —- Average In addition to characteristics given in 
D and E, most of the following: 
Fingers, ears, and nostrils 
Some proportion among parts 
B — Above Average In addition to characteristics given in E, 
D, and C, most of the following: 
Arms and legs in two dimensions 
Better proportion (length of trunk greater 
than breadth) 
Clothing clearly indicated 
More detail, such as eyebrows and pupils 
A — Superior In addition to characteristics given in E, 
D, C, and B, most of the following: 
Clothing non-transparent 
Lines firm and meeting at proper points 
Such details as neck, hands, shoulders, 
and correct number of fingers 
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In most typical classes some drawings will be found to 
fall in each of the five categories listed, but in unusually 
good classes there may be no drawings so poor as to fall 
into the lowest or “immature” category. Several sample 
drawings in each category are shown on page 24 as a guide 
in classifying the drawings. Scoring will be simplified if 
the drawings are ranked in order of goodness first and then 
assigned to the appropriate category. Because of the 
subjective element in evaluating the drawings, it is very 
desirable to have the scoring done independently by two 
persons and any discrepancies between the different scorers 
reconciled before a final rating is assigned. 
INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS 
The score on each of the separate subtests is the num¬ 
ber of items right. This score should be recorded at the 
bottom of the last page of each test and then transferred 
to the proper place on the title page. Provision has been 
made on the title page for combining the scores for 
Tests 1-4 to give a Reading Readiness score and for com¬ 
bining scores on Tests 1-6 to give a Total Readiness score. 
These total test scores may be translated into Letter Rat¬ 
ings and Percentile Ranks, as described below. The sum 
of the scores on the first four tests also may be translated 
into Letter Ratings to determine the Reading Readiness 
Status, and the score on Test 5 to determine the Number 
Readiness Status. Since Test 5 (Numbers) is related to 
ability to do abstract thinking, it not only serves as an 
inventory of what a child already knows of numbers but 
also as an indication of the mental maturity of the child. 
Ratings and Status groupings are given in Table 1. 
The rating on the Drawing-a-Man Test is obtained 
from the key on page 23 and may be entered in the place 
provided on the title page. 
TABLE 1 
LETTER RATINGS AND STATUS CORRESPONDING TO SCORE IN 
READING READINESS, NUMBER READINESS, AND TOTAL READINESS 















61-66 21-24 90-100 A Superior 
56-60 16-20 80-89 B High Normal 
47-55 10-15 65-79 C Average 
33-46 5-9 40-64 D Low Normal 
0-32 0-4 0-39 E Poor Risk 
To find the Letter Rating and Readiness Status corre¬ 
sponding to a given score on Tests 1-4, on Test 5, or on 
Tests 1-6, locate the score in the proper column and read 
off the Rating and Status from the next to the last and the 
last columns of the table. For example, a score of 49 in 
Reading Readiness (Tests 1—4) falls in the block of scores 
47-55 and has a Letter Rating of C and a Readiness Status 
of Average. A score of 18 in the Numbers Test falls in 
the 16-20 group and has a Letter Rating of B and a 
Readiness Status of High Normal. 
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The significance of the Letter Ratings and Readiness 
Status grouping used in Table 1 is more fully described 
below: 
SIGNIFICANCE 
Excellent risk for first-grade work. 
Should be given opportunity for 









High Normal A good risk for first-grade work pro¬ 
vided other indications, such as 
health, emotional factors, etc., are 
consistent. 
Average Likely to succeed in first-grade work. 
Careful study should be made of the 
specific strengths and weaknesses of 
pupils in this group and their instruc¬ 
tion planned accordingly. 
Low Normal Likely to have difficulty in first-grade 
work. Should be assigned to slow 
section and given more individual¬ 
ized help. 
Poor Risk Chances of failure high under ordinary 
instructional conditions. Further 
kindergarten work, assignment to 
slow sections, or individualized work 
is essential. 
Table 2 gives the percentile rank corresponding to each 
total test score. The percentile rank corresponding to a 
score indicates the per cent of pupils in the standardization 
group making scores equal to or less than the score in 
question. For example, a score of 80 has a percentile rank 
of 73, which means that this pupil’s readiness status 
exceeds that of 73 per cent of the pupils on whom the 
Metropolitan Tests were standardized. 
The Metropolitan Readiness Tests are designed pri¬ 
marily for use at the very beginning of the first grade, and 
these percentiles apply specifically to the first month of 
the first grade. For all practical purposes, however, these 
percentiles may be used if the tests are administered at the 
end of kindergarten or at any time during the first few 
months of the first grade. 
Neither Letter Ratings nor Percentile Ranks are pro¬ 
vided for any of the separate subtest scores with the excep¬ 
tion of Test 5, Numbers. The reliability of the subtests is 
such that a study of Reading Readiness, Number Readi¬ 
ness, and Total Readiness is a more accurate type of inter¬ 
pretation than a breakdown by separate subtests would 
be. It is not recommended that an attempt be made to 
interpret each subtest score for an individual. 
Relation of scores to age. Since the Readiness tests 
are measures of maturity of certain functions, it is reason¬ 
able to expect that the scores will be to some extent related 
to age. On the basis of available data it is estimated that 
there is a difference of about 10 points in total score 
between the ages of and 6£. In spite of this difference, 
it was not considered desirable to furnish age norms for 
the Readiness tests, both because of the restricted range 
of ages of the pupils who will be taking these tests and 
because such norms would complicate the interpretation of 
scores without adding appreciably to their meaningfulness. 
Practically, the teacher should realize that a low' readiness 
score is indicative of a slower rate of maturation for an 
older pupil than it is for a younger pupil, other things being 
equal; but as far as the score indicates readiness for first- 
grade work, the significance is the same in either case. 
Interpretation of the Drawing-a-Man Test. It is 
possible to classify beginning-school-children’s drawings 
in several broad categories corresponding to sequential 
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TABLE 2 
PERCENTILE RANKS CORRESPONDING TO TOTAL SCORES 
(Tests 1-6) 









0-26 1 62 31 
27 2 63 33 
28 2 64 35 
29 2 65 37 
30 2 66 39 
31 3 67 41 
32 3 68 43 
33 3 69 45 
34 3 70 48 
35 4 71 51 
36 4 72 53 
37 4 73 55 
38 5 74 58 
39 5 75 61 
40 6 76 63 
41 6 77 66 
42 7 78 68 
43 7 79 70 
44 8 80 73 
45 9 81 76 
46 10 82 79 
47 11 83 81 
48 11 84 ' 84 
49 12 85 88 
50 13 86 88 
51 14 87 90 
52 15 88 92 
53 17 89 93 
54 18 90 95 
55 19 91 96 
56 20 92 97 
57 22 93 98 
58 23 94 99 
59 25 95 99 
60 27 96 99 
61 29 97 99 + 
98 99 + 
stages in mental development. Therefore, the use of the 
Drawing-a-Man Test as a supplement to the regular 
Readiness tests is primarily for the purpose of obtaining a 
rating of mental maturity. The norms on the test — i.e., 
the letter categories — are based on a sampling of drawings 
made by children who had no special preparation for the 
test. Any special coaching or teaching in figure drawing 
just previous to the test will therefore invalidate the 
results. _ r 
In addition to their use as indices of developmental 
stages, the drawings sometimes prove indicative of artistic 
abilities, motor skill, and manual dexterity which con¬ 
tribute to success in handwork, writing, and drawing. 
Whenever they draw, children tend to be self-revealing. 
Drawing for a child is more a vehicle for expressing ideas 
than a technique for artistic production. Children’s 
drawings frequently reveal their fantasies, their deep- 
seated feelings and wishes. Children who make peculiar 
or distorted figures when drawing a picture of a man, 
those who scribble over their drawings or act ashamed of 
what they have drawn, should be watched for symptoms 
of disturbed behavior or emotional problems. Our knowl¬ 
edge of these subtler implications of children’s drawings 
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is as yet so limited, however, that any such interpretations 
are best left to the expert in this field. 
Class Record. The Class Record provides a convenient 
form on which the scores of all the pupils in a class may be 
summarized. After the tests of a class have been scored, 
the test papers may be arranged in alphabetical order, in 
order of total score, or in any other convenient order. 
Then, after the blanks at the top have been filled in, the 
name and age of each pupil are entered on a line of the Class 
Record. Space is provided for entering scores on each 
subtest and total test, as well as for the Letter Ratings 
corresponding to Reading Readiness, Number Readiness, 
and Total Readiness, and for Percentile Rank for total test 
score. If Readiness Status and Percentile Rank have been 
entered on the title page of the test booklet, it is not 
necessary to record the scores on the separate tests on the 
Class Record unless this is desired for some reason. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THE TEST RESULTS 
Some of the more outstanding purposes which the 
Metropolitan Readiness Tests will serve are listed below: 
1. To determine the readiness of a pupil to do first- 
grade work, especially with reference to the learn¬ 
ing of reading and arithmetic. 
2. To provide an objective and reliable basis for 
grouping first-grade pupils for instructional 
purposes. 
3. To suggest which pupils might benefit by being 
retained in kindergarten. 
4. To determine pupil strength and weakness in areas 
of reading and arithmetic readiness. 
5. To evaluate class and school readiness in reading 
and arMimetic. 
6. To adapt instruction to the level of the group and 
each individual. 
7. To analyze kindergarten instruction. 
8. To indicate when formal work in reading and 
numbers should be started. 
9. To determine if pupils have achieved what is to be 
expected in light of their readiness by comparing 
readiness test results with achievement test results 
or teachers’ grades at the end of the year. 
10. To determine the distribution of readiness in a class, 
grade, or school. 
11. To indicate the general mental maturity of a child 
(Test 5 — Numbers). 
If pupils make either extremely high or low scores, the 
teacher should make every effort to determine more fully 
the reasons for the child’s success or failure. In doubtful 
cases it is well to repeat the test, using the second form, or, 
in case the teacher feels the child has not done justice to 
himself, to give an individual examination. The chief 
purpose the tests serve is to provide data to teachers and 
school administrators for their guidance in adapting the 
curriculum satisfactorily to individual differences. In 
general, the authors recommend that children of low readi¬ 
ness status not be excluded from the first grade and put 
with younger children in kindergarten, but that there be 
provided for such pupils in the first grade a background 
for learning that will insure successful adjustment and 
later achievement. The bibliography at the end of this 
manual includes several references on ways in which first- 
grade classes may be organized for this purpose. 
Children who are over six years of age and have a total 
score below 40 will almost always prove to be in need of 
special class training. Such children should not even 
attempt formal reading and arithmetic until there is 
considerable evidence of more maturity. 
Children who are six years of age and have a total score 
of less than 65 points should have a modified first-grade 
curriculum. A score of 46 or below in Reading Readiness 
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indicates that little reading should be undertaken early in 
the year, while a score of 10 or below in Numbers indicates 
that only informal and incidental number work should be 
done until a much richer experimental background has 
been provided. 
Exceptions to these rules are bright foreign children, 
who score low because of vocabulary difficulties, and 
children who did not respond adequately on the test but 
for whom other information is available that indicates 
considerable maturity. Foreign children should be re¬ 
examined with non-verbal material or be given the benefit 
of the doubt until they have had sufficient chance to learn 
English. 
So many factors affect success in first-grade work that 
even though the test correlates fairly well with success in 
first-grade work the teacher should regard the information 
derived from the test as tentative, particularly if there is 
evidence that the test result varies markedly from other 
evidence concerning the child’s maturity. Classification 
on the basis of the tests should be tentative until the 
teacher has had sufficient opportunity to verify the test 
findings by means of her own evaluation of the child’s 
abilities. She should give considerable attention to this 
matter during the first month of school. 
During their first year of school, immature children 
should be provided with a program of activities that 
includes language activities, working with tools, playing 
games, and constructing things. Their fund of informa¬ 
tion should be increased and their facility with language 
much improved before they attempt formal reading 
lessons. Handwriting with paper and pencil should be 
deferred until more motor control is evident and perceptual 
abilities have matured. Drawing, painting, and building 
activities will contribute to this maturity. In some 
schools transition groups with a curriculum midway be¬ 
tween kindergarten and regular first grade have been 
organized for six-year-old children who are immature. 
Experience shows that the too early or extensive instruc¬ 
tion of immature children will result only in mechanical 
learning that fails to function when put to the test. 
Wrong learning may result that will have to be corrected 
later. Experience demonstrates that repetition or oppor¬ 
tunity for formal learning will not produce satisfactory 
learning in the more immature child until his mental 
development indicates readiness for learning. Teaching 
from then on will be effective, though the child will not 
ordinarily be expected to “catch up” with the child who 
is more mature at the start. 
For the teacher or school administrator who wishes to 
read further on the subject of readiness tests, readiness for 
learning, and informal first-grade programs, the references 
on page 31 are provided. 
RELIABILITY 
Reliability data for the Metropolitan Readiness Tests 
are given in Table 3. Data are given for each subtest, 
for total score, and for the sum of Tests 1M, which is used 
as the Reading Readiness score. The correlations shown 
are the median values of six determinations, based on 
groups from 90 to 273 (average N = 195) beginning-first- 
grade pupils.1 The coefficients are between scores on 
alternate forms, administered a few days apart. Table 3 
also gives means, standard deviations, and standard errors 
based on the same group. 
1 From Lebanon County, Pennsylvania; Ossining, New York; 
Kearny, New Jersey; and Kittery-York, Maine. 
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TABLE 3. RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS AND RELATED DATA, 















Word Meaning .583 15.61 2.51 15.92 2.26 1.62 
Sentences .535 10.52 2.39 10.86 2.27 1.63 
Information .586 12.02 2.06 12.39 1.89 1.33 
Matching .773 13.19 4.23 14.19 3.75 2.02 
Numbers .839 13.50 4.78 14.38 4.85 1.92 
Copying .762 5.26 2.76 5.31 2.75 1.35 
Tests 1-4 .828 51.07 8.83 53.20 8.13 3.66 
Tests 1-6 .890 69.71 13.92 72.96 13.12 4.62 
VALIDITY 
The validity of the Metropolitan Readiness Tests — 
the extent to which the tests actually measure readiness 
for the first grade — may be judged in terms of the con¬ 
tent of the test and of the correlation of Readiness scores 
with first-grade achievement. 
Content of the tests. The content of both the new forms 
and the older forms of the tests was prepared after a care¬ 
ful study of the traits and achievements of school beginners 
which contribute to their readiness for first-grade instruc¬ 
tion. Widespread use of the earlier forms has demon¬ 
strated that these types of material are predictive of 
first-grade success. 
Correlation with achievement. Table 4 shows the cor¬ 
relations between the Metropolitan Readiness Tests given 
in September, 1948, with the (average) Reading score and 
the Numbers score of the Primary I Battery of the Met¬ 
ropolitan Achievement Tests, given in February, 1949. 
TABLE 4. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN METROPOLITAN READINESS 





AVERAGE READING NUMBERS 
Test 1. Word Meaning .409 .441 
Test 2. Sentences .418 .424 
Test 3. Information .341 .400 
Test 4. Matching .486 .541 
Test 5. Numbers .520 .634 
Test 6. Copying .341 .403 
Tests 1-4. Reading Readiness .475 .530 
Tests 1-6. Total Readiness .534 .616 
* Data from Lebanon County, Pennsylvania (Number of cases, 487) 
The correlations shown in Table 4 are of such magnitude 
as to indicate the value of using the Metropolitan Readi¬ 
ness Tests as an aid in predicting school success at the 
first-grade level. In these groups, of 44 pupils rated 
“Superior” in the Readiness Tests, all were above the 
national norm of 1.5 in average Reading, and all but one 
above this norm in Numbers. Of 90 rated “High Nor¬ 
mal,” all but 5 were above the norm in average Reading 
and all but 8 above in Numbers. Of 46 pupils rated 
“Poor Risk,” 22 were below the national norm in average 
Reading and 39 were below in Numbers. 
Additional investigation of the validity of the Metro¬ 
politan Readiness Tests is underway and will be reported 
at an early date. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND STANDARDIZATION 
Selection of content. The new forms of the Metro 
politan Readiness Tests comprise the same subtests a 
those in the original edition, except that the Similaritie 
Test of the early forms, which called for marking dissimila 
pairs of items, has been replaced by the Matching Test, ii 
which the one of four objects similar to a given object i 
selected. As many items from the earlier form as could bi 
suitably revised were used. Additional items were pre 
pared until enough were available for three expérimenta 
forms of approximately the same length as the origina 
form. 1 he size of the test booklet was increased t( 
8£" by 11" in order to make the picture material clearer anc 
the working space greater for little children. Particulai 
attention was given to the drawings, since they are sc 
important a part of the test. The new forms contain al 
new drawings. 
Item analysis. The three experimental forms of the 
test, including both old and new items, were administered 
to more than 2600 children in beginning first grade. 
Difficulty and validity values were obtained for each item 
These values were used to eliminate non-functioning items, 
to prepare two final forms carefully balanced for difficulty, 
and to arrange items within each subtest in each form in 
the general order of difficulty. 
Equating of forms. In spite of the fact that the items 
in the two forms were paired for difficulty in terms of the 
per cent passing each item as a result of the item analysis, , 
an additional independent check on the equality of forms i 
was made, in which about 1500 children in beginning first : 
grade 1 2 were given both forms of the test. Half of the : 
classes tested took Form R first, while the other half took : 
Form S first. Analysis of the data from this experiment : 
showed the two forms to be completely comparable : 
throughout the range of scores in each subtest. The data . 
obtained from this experiment also were used to determine : 
the inter-form reliability. 
National standardization. The norms for the Metro- • 
politan Readiness Tests were established by means of a . 
national standardization program in which fifty-six com- ■ 
munities from twenty-six states took part. The tests ; 
were administered to beginning-first-grade pupils during ; 
the first month after the opening of school in the fall of : 
1948. The final norms are based on 15,081 children from ; 
white public schools. The communities upon which the : 
norms are based include large cities, small cities, towns, , 
villages, and rural areas. A list of the cooperating com- ■ 
munities will be furnished upon request to the publisher. , 
1 From Richmond, Virginia; Paterson, New Jersey; and Baltimore, , 
Maryland. 
2 From Lebanon County, Pennsylvania; Kearny, New Jersey; ; 
Kittery-York, Maine; and Ossining, New York. 
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